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Thermal design considerations are rapidly attaining a posi
tion of primary importance along with electronic and mechanical 
considerations as factors leading to increased reliability of 
electronic equipment. �liniaturization, wit� its small �pace fac
tor, leads to an increased concentration of thermal energy. This 
report is a survey of current thermal design methods and heat 
transfer techniques. Included also, is a brief summary of' some 
cooling techniques under investigation. 

This publication, in part or in entirety, may be used to 
facilitate the preparation of other government publications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This report encompasses a survey of current and under development 
methods of heat transfer in electronic equipment. The work has been 
accomplished as the initial phase of a research program directed to
ward the preparation of a heat transfer design manual to assist 
electronic engineers in the design of miniaturized equipment 'Vdth 
satisfactory therr..cal performance. The scope of the originally 
planned survey vms broadened due to recent advances in electronic 
cooling to include not only a bibliographical study, but also a 
thorough survey ru1d inspection of techniques and methods now· in use 
at prominent facilities throughout the nation. 

It bas been necessary for electronic organizatJ.ons to conduct indi
vidual investigations related to their thermal problems, an expen
sive means of self-education. In some cases the \VOrk has been 
duplicated because of security or "trade secret" restrictions. As 
a result of this situation and the void of electronic thermal 
knowledge, the U.s. Navy Bureau of Ships has sponsored the prepa
ration of t his report to disseminate the known thermal information. 

The rapid growth of the application of electronic equipments has 
exceeded the improverent of reliability of equipment performance. 
The maintenance problems resulting from reduced reliability are be
coming serious. A number of effo rts recently directed towards re

liability improvement include ruggedized tube developments, plug in 
subassembly techniques, the application of improved high temperature 
parts, design derating of tubes and parts, isolation of sensitive 
components from environmental effects through hermetic sealing or 
plastic embedment, improved mechanical design to better withstand 
vibration and shock, and reduction of operating temperatures. One 
of the primary causes of poor reliability in current electronic 
equipment is inadequate heat removal. The improvements realized 
through a decrease in operating temperature will not be irnm.edi..ately 
apparent but will significantly increase the equipment life -
especially that of the vacuum tubes. 

The importance of the thermal considerations cannot be over
emphasizedo It has been stated that the degree of succes� of 
future aircraft and m:J.ssile dev·elopments is closely related to the 
satisfactory miniaturization of the electronic equipment irrvol7cd. 
This in turn is directly related to the effectiveness of ·the 
methods of heat removalo 

Miniaturization, with its small space factor, leads to an increased 
concentration of thermal energy, since the total dissipated electrical 
power is usually.as great, if not great&r, than that of an equivalent 
equipment of conventional constructiono The utilization of au:xiJ iary 
cooling devices is frequently prohibited because of space f actor l'e
quirements o In addition, miniaturized equiprn.ents are fl•equently 
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r·equired to operate in environments of high ambient temperature. 
Effective heat transfer is therefore of p�lme importance in obtain
ing satisfactory life, reliability and electronic performance in 
miniaturized equipmento 

!.llniature electronic equipments of conventional construction 'With 
grea.ter pack'.aging densities thaJ:� those currently in use can be pro
duced, but these devices usually vlill l1ave a short life becauze of 
the resultant excessive temperatures. Even so, such equipments do 
not operate at the power densities soon to be encolL'I'ltered. Power 
amplifier type subminiature tubes capable of delivering appreciable 
power output recently have been rr.ade available and there are under 
development even more povferful tubes. The utilization of these tubes 
with heat dissipa tions many tilms greater than those of the current 
types wilJ. create an acute thermal problem. 

A number of organizations are at present concerned with the thermal 
considerations encountered -in miniaturization. In some instaooes, 
serious equipnent failures have occurred and redesigns are ;in work. 
Heat transfer specialists have recently been added to the t echnical 
staffs of organizations that have recognized the problem. 

Some of the direct effects of excessive temperatures in electronic 
equipi'lents are: shortened tube life through loss of emission and 
the release of gas, electrolysis of the glass e nvelopes at the base, 
decomposit.ion and dielectric failure of capacitors , resistors and 
insulating materials, instability and shifts of va."'Lues, and oxidation . 

Hot s pot temperatures as high as 4000C. can be obtained in miniaturized 
electronic equipments of haph.:1.zard thermal design. Such equipments 
can operate for only short periods of time prior to failure , since 
temperatures of the order of 85°C. are the upper l imit for co:rmnon 
electronic parts 3 other than tubes. The thermal design of electronic 
equipment has been, for the most part overlooked by many electronic 
engineers especiall.y thos e eneaged in miniaturization. The average 
electronic engineer is not well informed in thermal matters because 
such knowledge has not to date been necessary to his work. This 
program is intended to assist such engineers and to bridge the gap 
bet;'ll'{een applicable heat trans.fer t.h.eoJ.'"'IJ and practice., Techniques 
and methods presently utilized i.n the fields of refrigeration, aircraft 

) 

cooling, heating and ventilatine3 etc., are not commonly lmown by. }"cc 
electronic engineers and in many cases their application t.o electronics ' 

are considered an adva.ncement of the art.. 

This survey is not restricted exclusively to miniaturized equipment .• 

Because of 5'Pecial heg,t removJ.l methods utib.zed, comentior,.al equip
menta were also included., 

. 
A minimum of definite design data is presented in this report . De
tailed design parameters, photographs, curves, etc.,, are to be pre
sented later in the Design Manual., 
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Heating at low temperature is not d iscussed in this report. The in·
jection of heat into electronic equipment is not considered to be 
directly rel ated to heat removal. Specific thermal data is not 
generally listed in so much as definite conc lusions have not been made 
due to differences in measurement techniques, configurations, and 
other variables& Also , tho cooling may be adequate in one insta nce, 
but not in another, dependir� upon the delineation of trLe performanc e 
requirementso Tho discussion section of this report is related only 
to steady state heat transfer at equilibrium. Thermal inertia and 
transient thermal data have not been considered., 

A bibliography and cross index of reference numbers related to this 
bibliography is presented for those who wish further information re
lative to the design details of particular systems and equipments o 

This infor mation can be obtained from the sources listed. The bibli
ography associated with this report contains only those references 
pertinent to the contents., A complete bibliography for this program 
has been listed in current interim reports. Since this report is 
restricted, it has been necessary for security reasons to omit some 
source information and to publish a Supplemental Classified Survey 
Bibliography, CoA.L. Report HF-710D-10A. The discussion of this 
report has been coded to provide a means of cross reference to t he 
Bibliography. Plain numbers refer to data obta ined from contributors 
listed in Appendix I, 1vhile numbers preceded by the letter 1B1 refar 
to literature presented in the Bibliography Appendix II. Classified 
public at�ons are followed by the letter 1R1 or 1C1• 

Oru.o State University Research Foundation is engaged in an 11Investi
gation of Methods for the Cooling of Electronic Equipment in General11, 
sponsored b y  the u.s. Air Force. The O.S.U. program is primarily 
concerned vfith the cooling of airborne electronic equipment of all 
sizes, whereas this program is specializing in the cooling ( and heating) 
of miniaturized electronic equipment for all milita11r applicationz. 
The accomplishments of O.S.U. in this new field of el ectron i cs have 
been excellent and these eontributions cons titut,e a noteworthy advance
ment of the art. 

It vras necessary to conduct this SB.rvey in order to establish a firm 
founda ti. on for the second phase of this program. A comprehensive 
bibliographical search to obtain electronic heat transfer data was 
conducted by the technical library of this Laboratory. Pertinent 
text books, papers, reports ar.d public ations were studied. It was 
apparent that additional specific thermal information could be 
obtained from organizations throughout the Nation active in this 
fieldo A forr.a-t;nJe questionnaire was prepared and forwarded to one 
hundred and seven prominent electronic organ izations. The replies 
were scr·eened and those organizations which could c ontribute useful 
thermal data were visited by representatives of this Laboratory., 
Most of the setGcted organizations were, in all respects, very co
operative" 
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This Laboratory cannot assume r esponsibility for performance claims 
obtained !rom Survey sources. It is anticipated that the second phase 
of this program will include the evaluation and the determination of 
the effectiveness of various heat transrfer methods. 
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II. SUMMARY 

The power densities and ambient temperatures encountered in current 
nliniaturized electronic equipment exceed those of convent ional equip
ment, and special methods of heat remval are in use. The heat trans
fer techniques presently applied are in an early stage of development 
and the thermal findings of several organizations differ f rom those 
of others. Some confusion and disagreement has naturally followed. 
This is a healthy concli tion and the recognition of the importance of 
adequate heat removal by the electronics industry will aid in the 
ultimate alleviation of this problem. 

Because of a void of heat transfer design criteria, electronic 
engineers have been severe� handicapped in developing miniaturized 
electronic equipment with the desired thernal performance. Specific 
parameters and methods of accurately determining the thermal designs 
are rarely known. :Most of the successful� miniaturized equipments 
are the result of a series of "cut and try11 experiments and compr o
mises devoted exclusively to the particular configuration involved. 
0� a few electronic organizations have a well defined approach to 
their thermal problems. It is realized that long life reliable mi
niaturized electronic equipments are new to the electronics art and 
it is not abnormal, therefore, to find that the heat transfer con
cepts associated vdth this new field are. undergoing evolution. 
Only recently has the need for designed heat removal been recognized 
by electronic organizations.. Heat transfer specialists recently 
added to engineering staffs v-rcre frequently at a disadvantage, since 
they were consulted only after therma.l difficulties were encountered, 
rather than during the basic desig n phaseo 

The prim:l.ry heat transfer problem in electronics is the removal of 
internally developed heat through a reduction of the thermal impedance 
betw·een heat sources and the ultimate sink. A low impedance th ermal 
path vlill reduce th e t emperature rise of heat producing electronic 
parts. Electronic heat removal can be divided into three phases: 
the removal of heat from the source, the intermediate phase of 
transferring the heat along the thermal buss to the ultimate sink and 
the dissipation of the hea t at the ultimate sink. 

It is necessary that the electro nic designers and the manufacturers 
of electronic parts cooperate in solving the problems of the first 
phase. New concepts are i.n order, since electronic p arts are designed 
and rated only for natura l (:o oling in air at sea level p ress'.lres. 
Operation of electronic parts in low pressure environments will require 
extensive thermal derating and conversely, increased ratings can be 
applied in liquid environm.en ts. Also, parts with increased power dissi
pations will be ultimately required. Little is kno-vm of these matters, 
especially in terms of life and reliabi lity. 
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This heat t:rv.n..sfer program is mainly concerned vrith t�he intermediate 
phase design problems involved in transferring heat from the source 
to the ultimate sinko Two basic approaches to this phase are in 
curren. t use : 

The "brute force11 approach, wherein high temperature electronic parts 
are utilized vrithout special cooling means, has frequently found 
applicati-on in !irl.niaturized elect,ronic equipment. High temperature 
electrom.c parts, currently available in limited quanti ties have been 
satisfactorily utilized for this purposeo These parts are particularly 
suited to equipments operativ..g at ambient temperatures of the order 
o.f 100°Co 

The designed approach embodies the most practical and effective methods 
of heat removalo This technique re9uires ca�eful design of the entire 

, ) heat t.ransfer system and the establishment of controlled thermal gra- · ·  

dientso Some organizations have achieved excellent results after ex-

tensive invest.igation and analysis o 

The dissipation of h eat, at the ultimate sink requires the transfer of 
heat into the earth's atmosphere. Some excellent progress in this 
phase has been accomplished by the Ohio State Universit,r Research 
Foundation. 

The phases of heat removal are inter-relatedo The method of ultimate 
heat dissipation dep�nds somewhat on the type of intermediate heat 
transfer provided and, for a complete heat removal system, all three 
cooling phases nmst be considered. 

Vacuum. tubes, resistors� and reactors are th e prin cipal sources of 
heat in electronic equipmento The vacuum. tubes are usually the pri
mary heat s ources and most subject to failure. T�ir overall effi
cienqy is low and a lru�ge percentage of the total input power is con
verted into heat.. Vacuum tubes are fundar.J.cmtally variable resistors 
and it appears that 11. ttle can be accomplished in improving their 
efficiency o In some instances, magnetic amplifiers or similar types 
of variable reactors have been utilized, since such devices e.xh:ibi t 
higher efficiencie.s o The n·-p-n transistor also shows promise and 
apparently will be ultimately used in many applications in place of 
vacuum tubes. 

Hermetic sealing of miniaturized electronic assemblies and sub
assemblies to eliminate the deleterious effects of corrosion and 
m oisture has found wide acceptance in Engl.a.ndo Electronic organi
zations in the United States are slowly acknowledgiilg the advantages 
of this treatment, In miniaturized electronic equipments \'d.th parts 
operating in the neighborhood of 200°Co oxidation becomes serious. 
Many parts are provided with protective films and coating to alle
viate this condition. These films are easily damaged, however_, and 
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their failure frequently leads to decreased reliability. In some 
instances, the failure of electronic parts was believed to be caused 
by corros ion or ex.cessi ve temperature or combination thereof. The 
intimate relation between these failure types has not been completely 
recognized by industry .. 

Many electronic engineers tend to apply the marginal d esign practices 
common to the domestic television and radio receiver industry in the 
design of miniaturized electronic equipment for military usage. The 
operation of electronic parts near their maximum power ratings has 
increased the need for improved heat transfer and reliability ., In 
addition, h igh transconductance pentodes with large heater p�Ners are 
frequently used in circuits •vherein low transco nductance pentodes 
·with approximately one-half the heater power c ould be utilized., if 
a vaila. ble • 

Temperature measuring techniques differ widely. In some instances 
oversize thermocouple leads were removing heat f rom the equipment. 
Careless measuring techniques contribute to many of the divergent 
thermal findings . It is apparent that some standardization of pro
cedure in temperature determination is in order. 

Natural methods of heat removal have been suitable for miniaturized 
electronic assemblies in free air with power densiti es smaller than 
.5 watts per sq .in . of cooling surface.. High conductivity thermal 
paths of metal are necessary when the power dissipation exceeds &25 
watts per sq . in .. Plastic embedment, especially of vacuum tubes, has 
been found to be applicable to miniaturized equipments of low power 
densities. The poor conductivity and other t hermal properties of the 
plastics are not compatible with h igh power densities, especially 
when subjected to continuous duty ser vice. Convection cooling of 
heat sources in miniaturized electronic equipment has been provided 
by some organizations. However, the general trend is toward higher 
power densities which require the uti lization of other cooling 
methods., Radiation cooling ms not been empl.oyod as a primar-.r means 
of heat removal. 

Forced air cooling is frequently used in miniaturized and conventional 
electronic equipment . Special air-to-air heat exch angers v�th forced 
circulation have been developed for airborne electronic assemblies. 
Turbulent air cooling has been applie d in devices of higher power 
densi tieso 

Liquid cooling has found acceptance for heat removal in several mini
aturized equipments. Direct or indirect liquid cooling can be pro
vided dependent upon the compatibility of the coolant with the electro
nic parts and circuit performance. Efficient heat transfer in high 
power density devices has been achieved wi. th silicone fluids, petro
leum base oils, and water o 
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Vaporization cool�g of miniaturized electronic equipment can be 
accomplished by direct, i ndirect, expendable or non-expendable 
cooling systems. The absorption of the latent heat of vaporiza
tion of the coolant provides an effi ci ent means of heat removal, 
especi al� i n  equipment of high power densitieso 

The removal of heat from vacuum tubes has been achieved by � 
methods.. However� improved means of cooling subminiature vacuum 
tubes, vrithout the use of liquid or vaporization cool1ng, are 
required for equipments of medium power densi ties o The relation
ship of li fe to vacuum tube temperature has been found to be of the 
utmost importanceo 

The Hilsch-Vortex tube my, at some time i n  the future, be u sed as 
a. cooling device on high speed aircraft. At p resent, experimental 
tubes exhibit refrigeration efficiencies of only 20 percent . 

Steam ejP.ctor cooling of mi.niaturized electronic equipment is feasibleo 
Similar systems have been i nstalled on rai lroad cars to provide air 
conditioning and refr�geration. 

In general, miniaturized electronic equipment can be successful� 
cooled utilizing the currently known techniques., However, due to 
the trend toward i ncreased packaging densi ties i n  miniatur ized 
electronic equipment, much remains to be accomplished to detenrd.ne: 
the effects of adequate heat removal on reliabi'lity; improved heat 
removal methods, especially for vacuum tubes; design parameters to 
allev-la te the tedious 11 cut and try11 techniques; standard thermal 
measuring procedures, and the limitations of each method of heat 
remoYal� In addition, electronic engineers must recognize the 
necessity for integrally designing heat removal systems into 
equipment and i ndustry must provide improved electroni c parts for 
operation in various environr.1ents, It i s  apparent, based upon 
present lmowle dge;) that future equi.pmonts of high packagi.ng dem;i
ties vr.ill require liquid or vaporization cooling systems o 
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III. PRESENT ELECTRONIC HEA.T TRANSFER TECHNIQUES 

A. NATURAL M.l!:THODS 

Most comrentional electronic equipments utilize natural heat transfer 
for cooling. Natural methods can be defined as those wherein heat 
transfer occurs without addi tiona.l energy being supplied to acceler
ate the process. Conventional el ectronic parts including vacuum 
tubes, resistors, capacitors, reactors, etc., have bean designed !or 
natural cooling in a free air environment at pressures of the order 
of an atmosphere. The cooling (and heating) of c on ventional equip
ments utilizing these parts has heretofore been of minor importance 
except in precision laboratory instruments. The cooling achieved 
has been reasonably satisfactory since the pm·rer densities seldom. 

( 
exceeded 1/10 watt per square inch of cooling surface. 

( 

Natural heat transfer methods have been found to be effective for 
miniaturized constructions -wherein the p ackaging and power densi
ties are not large. The ma.jori ty of curr ent miniaturized electro
nic equipments are within this cat egory. However, the present 
practices of electronic cooling by natural heat transfer methods 
are in need of improvement . With more efficient thermal designs, 
natural methods can be utiliz ed for equipments of increased power 
densities. 

Conduction, convection and radiation cooling are of cou rse always 
prese nt in combinat:Wn. Electronic equipments are usually designed 
so that one type will predominate. Conduction and convection cool
ing are most common . The thermal designs for natural cooling were, 
until recently, modifications which were incorporated into the equip
ment if hot spots were encounteredo In miniaturized electronic 
assemblie s some prelimina:cy consi deration has been given the thermal 
problem. Heat transfer by metallic conduction ( excluding liquid 
conduction cooling, discussed later in the report) to a thermal sink 
is widely used. 

1. Heat Transfer by Metallic Conduction 

To efficiently remove heat 'b-.f metal l i c  conduction it has been found 
necessary to design electronic packages with low impedance thermal 
paths from the vacuum tubes to the case an d to provide heavy case 
walls with a uniform path of low thermal impedance on the surface. 
Equipments with one-quarter inch thick aluminum cases, drilled 
solid metal blocks containing the vacuu.-rn tubes and good thermal 
bonds to the external surface have obtained power dissipations 
of the order of 0.5 watts per square inch of cooling surface in 
free air. With this type of construction, the hot spots were 
10° to 15°C. cooler than those of corresponding light met al case 
construction. The cooler parts were also increased in temperature 
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so that a more uniform t.em,pe:ratu.re distribution existed throughout 
the entire equipment .18 

It h.c'l.S been recoiP.rn.ended that -when neither lower ambients nor 
thermal ground points are available nearby, it may be useful to 
design miniaturized equipment entirely of unit assemblies from 
which the heat can be conducted along solid rods

3
� a collection 

center where it m.'ly be removed by other means :B-

A unique power supply package design has been developed, dissi
pating two hundred watts with a temperature differential, of only 
1)°C. between the hot spots and the surface of the case. 7 This 
was accomplished by constructing the end plates and partitions 
of the power supply of one quarter inch thick aluminum plate and 
connecting all heat sources to the plate with a low impedance 
thermal bondo Since t he internal ambient temperatures of the 
power supply ranged between loooc. and 115°Co, high temperature 
mater�ils were utilized for the reactorso 

A serJ.es of subnri..niatu.re amplifiers for operation in amb:Lent 
temperatures of from -·40°0. to + 11ooc . 11v:i th power densities as 
great as .,3 watts per square inch are under development. The 
first models were plastic encapsulated with a resultant low 
thenna1 conductivity. It was found that tube envelope temper
atures exceeded the rated valueso Several methods of conducting 
the heat. to the outside of the plastic were investigated. Since 
none of the redesigned configurations resulted in any particular 
degree of success, the plastic encapsulation method of construc
tion was rejected. Solid brass shields in direct contact with 
the tubes were then utilizedo The improvement in the cooling 
was excellent and electroformed metal tube covers were later 
developed for the amplifiers o A further reduction in temper-
ature was achieved and the technique was extended to include an 
aluminum investment casting in two halves enclosing the complete 
subassemblyo Each subminiature tube is wrapped vrl. th aluminum foilo 
The current design includes a three stage amplifier mounted on a 
quarter inc.h aluminum plate.20 

A vacuum tube manufacturer has performed extensive work in the 
field of isolating heat sour ces in electronic equipment and dis
posing of t.he heat by ronduction.30 & 31 More complete coverage 
of this work is presented in Section I<', titled, 11Methods of 
Cooling Va0uu.m. Tubes11o 

.�;.n airborne receiver with an exceptionally low thermal impedance 
also provides a. good example of conduction cooling. Buffed 24'ST 
aluminum .18 inch thick 11T11 sections L.5 inches wide at the base, 
3.5 inches hi.gh and 13 inches long form the chassis o Subminiature 
tubes a.re .firmly :mo1mted with .25 ineh thick split alumimun "pillow 
blocks" at ea.ch end of internally blackened tube shields .11 
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Approximately twelve to sixteen tubes arc widely mounted on the 
chassis to provide accessibility. The aluminum is buffed and 
polished while the inside of the cover is coated with black 
wrinkle enamel . 

Another unit of miniaturi zed equipment which is designed for 
conduction cooling is contained in a 9 x 10.5 x 10.5 inch 
alumi.nurn. package.l8 The components are suspended from a top 
cover painted black on the inside and dull grey on the outside. 
It is anticipated that natural means will be adequate to dissi
pate 95 watts in this package with 0.17 watts/square inch of 
cooling surface. j., similar package is designed to mount t he 
tubes in solid a.1Ut-rJ.num blocks fastened directly to the inside 
surface of the .25 inch thick aluminum case. Component parts 
are mounted on other inside surfaces of t he case away from the 
heat of the tubes. Extensive tube cooling tests and temperature 
measurements show that thick walled packages provide 17oc. lower 
temperatures at the hot spots than a thin-walled aluminum case 
of .06 inch wall thickness. 

The reduction of the vacuum tube temperature in IF Amplifiers 
originally developed b y  the Bureau of Standards has been 
accomplished through the use of metal sleeves .14 The early 
models utilized cylindrical ceramic tube shields with surface 
attached parts. Since the ceramic shields were knovm to be poor 
thermal conductors, it was believed that the temperature of the 
tubes could be reduced by inserting metal sleeves , welded to the 
metal c ase, between the ceramic shields and the tubes . 

The following temperatures were achieved: 

Bureau of Standards prototype - - hot spot tube temp. 180°0. 
MOdel with .010 inch brass sleeve - - hot spot tube temp. 150°0. 
Model with .006 inch brass sleeve - -hot spot tube temp. 165oc. 

Due to production tolerances of the vacuum tubes .oo6 inch sleev
ing was found to be the optimum physical size. 

The external dimensions of the metal case of the IF Amplifier sub
assemblies are .75 x 2.o6 x 6.o6 inches. Included therein are a 

duodiode and nine type 5840 subminiature tubes. 

The packaging density and power densities follow: 

Total area 

Total input power 
or approx. 

Packaging density 

Apprro�. 36 sq.in. 
Approx. 22 watts 

. 6 watts per sq.in . of cooling surface 

.9 cu .in . per tube 

This is the most compact packaging encountered during the survey. 
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l Low melting temperature bismuth alloys obtained from Cerro De Pasco 
Copper Co:rp., 40 Wall Street, New York, lf.Y .. , were employed to en

capsulate subminiature tubes in metal tube blocks. The alloys be
came liquified at the equilibrium temperature of the tubes and fur
nished a lovr thermal impedance between the tubes and the block. 
The alloy surfaces exposed to the atmosphere were cool and remained 
solid t,:� provide a seal. 110" Rings vrere also provided for sealing 
with lower temperature alloys. This novel cooling scheme was abon
do.ned, however, since the tubes operated only 6 to 8°C. cooler than 
with silicone jell .. 5 

Three types of subminiature subasseJ'Tlblies for continuous dut;y at 
1ococ o ambient have been developed.8 A high conductivity thermal 
path is provided by special beryllium copper tube shields fastened 
to a o031 inch thick copper subchassis spring loaded to contact 
.031 inch thick copper outer cases.. Copper sink 11blocks11 w.i th com
bination thermal, electrical, and mountir.J.g connectors are attached 
to one end of the outer cases to permit conduction to an ultimate 
sink. The greatest rise above ambient is approximately 7�oc. at 
the base of a subminiature tube dissipating�.� wattso The average 
rise above anfuient for most of the tubes is of the order of 40°C., 
Capacitors, resistors and reactors utilized in these equipments are 
designed for opera-tion at 2 oooc. It is claimed that several of the 
subassemblies will function at ambient temperatures as high as 15b°C. 
A power supply subassembly Yd. th similar high temperature character
istics is under development. 

In general.9 the JB.rgest temperature gradient of importance in 
mi.rliature electronic equipments exists between the vacuum tubes 
and their shields. In some instances, a large thermal gradient 
was observed betvmen the subchassis and the thermal sink. 

a. Plastic Enfued.ment 

Conduction cooling is also utilized with embedded electronic sub
assemblies., The cooling provided by the plastic and by the wir
ing is considerably less than that prov.i.ded by mztallic cond.uc
tiono8 .• 10, 20 It was stated by one of the contributors t.hat 
pla.s·&ic ltha.d the same thermal conductivity a.s fire 'brick" o A 
number of plastic embedded electronic subassemblies have.utilized. 
metallic conduction cooling. The tubes and other heat producing 
part.s were mounted on o062 i.nch thick alumirm.:n angles wr..ich 
formed a sid e  and the bot.tom of the subassem1.Jly to provide 
connections to the the.rrral sink.23 Plastics with metal particles 
as a binder to inerease the thennal condllctivity have also been. 
used. Copper thermal conductors embedded within the subassembly 
and connected to the thBrma.l sink have found limited application .. 
Measurements of the power dissipation and derating of' embedded 
resistors are in progress at sev-eral organizations .3, 11 A 
cluster of .four type T-2 subminiature diodes were embedded in 
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NEL casting resin to form a cylinder .62511 dia. x 1. 75n long. 
Difficulty has been experienced with cracked and overheated 
plastic at an input of 3 wattsoll A servo amplifier 2.5 x 1 x 3 
in. with an input o£ 13 watts, has been embedded somewhat 
successfully utiliaing aluminum particles in the resin.ll 

�· Heat Transfer by Convection 

Convection cooling has also been utilized as the primary cooling 
means in electronic equipment. Considerable heat remval usually 
takes place by natural convection, especially in equipment opera
ted at or near atmospheric pressure. In addition, vacuum tubes 
and resistors in conventional electron ic equipment rely on natural 
convection currents of air for much of their cooling. Vertical 
ducts have been provided to obtain a 11chimney effect" flow of 
heated air .  Convection cooled equipments usually have poor perform
ance at altitude unless considerable tube and part derating has been 
applied. Vacuum tubes and parts with dissipations exceeding .5 
watts per sq.in. have required forced air cooling. Typical sub
miniature tubes operated in free air will achieve hot spot temper
atures approaching 2oooc. 

Convection cooling of the ultimate sinks is common. Large surfaces 
are usu�� provided (See Section III-G of this Report). Convection 
cooling of ultimate sinks is not considered practical at altitudes 
of 30,000 feet or higher. 

l• Heat Transfer by Radiation 

Radiation cooling bas not been used as the primary cooling means 
in electronic equipment because the ten:q:>erature differentials and 
surfaces are usually too small for the radiation of large quantities 
of energy. Blackening and/or polishing of cases, tube shields and 
parts is a co�on gractice to improve the emmissivity and/or re
flectivit,r�7, , 3 In marginal instances these techniques have 
improved the cooling sufficiently to provide satisfactory heat 
removal. Black wrinkle enamel has been found to be somewhat 
superior to other finishes. 

Reflective insulation bas been utilized to obtain a designed thermal 
gradient in a high temperature subminiature subassembly currently 
under development.$ Temperature sensitive circuits and parts are 
mounted in the lower section of the subassembly separated from the 
heat sources by insulation and polished chromium plated reflectors. 
'Thermal gradients of the order of 60°C. have been achieved. 

An oscillator and power supply for a precision recording system 
is mounted on a chassis 8 x 5 .x 13.5" and has an input power of 
2$0 watts.lO Chrome plated reflector plates are provided adjacent 
to the hotter vacuum tubes to protect temperature sensitive cir
cuits. 
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A unique miniaturized equipment designed to u·tiJ..ize all types of 
natural cooling has been developed.9 T-812 phenoli c was fabri
cated into terminal strips and mounting boards for the tubes and 
componen·t.s. Subminiature tubes were mounted towards the metal 
case in front of tiny wind ows provided in the phenolic for air 
circulation. Metal st.;rips 1.5 inches Yd.de were bonded (thermally) 
t.o the chassis and to the outside of the phenolic and included 
integrally formed tube shieldso This configuration resulted in an 
excellent radiating surface. The tubes were mounted in the vertical 
plane to permit free flow of' convection currents and louvers in the 
o utside case were located opposite the tubes. Small holes were pro-· 
vided i.n the tube shields to permit direct radiation from the tubes. 

B. HIGH TEMPERATURE ELECTRONIC PARTS 

The 11brute fo rce11 approach to the thermll problem, wherein high temper
ature electronic parts are utilized without special cooling means, has 
found acceptance especially in sub:miniaturized equipments. This 
appro ach is not a complete solution to the thermal problem, but when 
used in conjunction vii th metallic conduction co oling, it is a practical 
means of achieving satisfactory performance in high temperature environ
ments. Conversely, when applied alone at lower ambient temperatures to 
alleviate the effect of "hot spots11, it can be inherently inefficient 
and expensive. 

Several organizations have det.ermi.ned, after extensive thermal studies 
of small packages, that the opt.imwn results were a<;:hieved with 150°0. 
parts and forced air cooling of the hot spots.9, 16, 19 At high 
temperatures special protection of parts is necessary to prevent the 
corrosion and oxidation which can occur rapidly in free air. Evacu
ating, filling with inert gas, and hermetic sealing of the package 
have been found to be a practical means of alleviating this problem. 
The special high temperature electronic parts are relatively new to 
the field and it is believed that a short di scussion related to their 
thenrwl characteristics and thE.� limitations of conventional electronic 
parts is in order e In general the special parts can withstand peak 
operating t,emperatures of approxi.mately 150 to 200 Co and exh:i.bit 
characteristics super:i.or ·eo those of conventional electronic partso 

l. Fixed Gapacit.ors 

a. The best paper diel ec t.ri c capaci t.ors ba ve an upper ternpel�a ture 
limit of l2)°C" The poss:Lbili ty of extending their temperature 
range t.o 200°C. seems remote.  Organic dielectrics (paper and 
petroleum oil) carmot rem::tin st.able at eleva ted tempera tm�es. 

b. Conventionnl mica.di.electric capacitors are limited t.o peak 
temperatures of the order of l20°C. by their plastic cases. 
Mica is an excellent hj.gh temperature dielectric and uncased 
mica capacitors can be utiliz ed for high temperature applicationso 
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c. Barimn titanate and similar high dielectric constant ceramic 
dielectric capacitors have poor temperature coefficients of 
capacitance (except low K capacitors) and upper temperature 
limits of the order of 85 to 100°0. At higher temperatures 
large departures from nominal values occur and the leru�age 
resistance rapidly decreases. The ceramic boqy type K-1200 
shows promise for application at elevated temperatures, hovv
ever, the temperature coefficient of capacitance is large. 

d. Glass dielectric capacitors, manufactured by Corning Glass 
Works, exhibit excellent cJ::aracteristics for service at 
200°C. The glass has a dielectric constant of the order of 
8o45 which is approximately 55 percent greater than that of 
mica. Tlus permits some reduction in space factor. The 
dissipation factor at 200°C. at l.Mc is .014 percent. The 
temperature coefficient is approximately +.025 percent per 
degree c. Capacitances ranging from a fev1 uufd to .015 mfd. 
in a multiplicity of volt�gc ratings are available. 

e. Vitreous enamel dielectric capacitors produced by Vitramon, 
Inc. are rated for application at 200°C. The electrical 
characteristics are similar to mica capacitors. Values ranging 
from .5 to 1000 uufd. nominal� rated at 500 V.D.C. can be 
obtainedo 

f., Tantalum electrolytic capacitors marrufactured by Mallory, Inc. 
are rated for continuous service at 200°C. These capacitors 
exhibit lower leakage currents, better low temperature perform
ance, reduced power factor and smaller space factors than con
ventional electrolytics. The Mallory capacitors are totally 
hermetically sealed to prevent leakage of the electro�e. 

A similar capacitor, manufactured by Gener al Electric Company, 
is roted at 150°C. ma:x:i..mum temperature., 

g. duPont 11V-Film11 holds promise as a dielectric for a 200°C. 
- capacitor to replace paper dielectric capacitors. Also under 

development for 200 c. service is a capacitor w:i.th a .0005 i.nch 
thick Teflon d.i.electrico The application of metalized coatings 
to high temperature plastic films is under investigation.13 

2. Res.istors 

a. Conventional w:i.re wound vitreous resistors are satisfactory for 
high temperature service. Miniature wire ·wound resistors manu
factured by Painton & Co., Ltd., Northampton, England, are very 
small and can be operated at temperatures as high as 4oooc. 
"Dalolnntt poYrer resistors manufactured by Dale Products, Inc. of 
Columbus, Nebraska, are also of interest.. The resistor elements 
are housed in die-cast bl�ck anodized aluminum cases w itb. ra
diator fins. The cases are provided with mo1mting lugs for 
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I direct attachment to sink plates " Available are 25 and 5o watt 
resistors with resistances to 55,000 ohms. 

b. Conventional composition carbon resistors have upper temperat��e 
limits of the order of 100°C. and are� therefo re, not considered 
usable for high temperature serviceo 

c. Palladium film resistors, produced by Continental Carbon Co., 
are rated for utilization at 200°C. These resistors exhibit 
low noi.se, a temperature coefficient of +. 035 percent per °C., 
and excellent load characteristics. The normal ·!.;,ole ranees are 
_!1 or .:!:5 percent .. 

do The miniature carbon composition resistor, nJanufactured by the 
Globar Division of the Carborundum Corporation, is one of the 
smallest commercially available resistors" The external dimen
sions are .25 in. x .o6 in. dia., It is rated for application 
at 150°C. maximum. 

e. Several brands of printed resistors are rated for high temper
a·ture service . In general� printed resistors have a higher 
temperature coeffic ient of resi�tance than C01nposi ti.or. carbon 
resistors:) 1rdde production tolerances and inferior life 
characteristics" The art of printing resisters is relatively 
new and wi 11 ultimately be impro·vedo 

A tape i:,ype resistor recently developed is rated for service at 
185oc,.21 

f. A number of types of cracked carbon and borocarbon resistors, 
which are rated for high temperature duty, have been developed 
recently. The characteristics of these r esistors usually fall 
between those of composi tion carbon and the pa1ladi um film 
types. 

Of interest is a carbo'n film resistor capable of operation at 
2oooco for 1000 hours with only 2 percent change in resistance.2 
A 10 to 12 percent change in resistance has be�n observed during 
t-emperature cycling from -60 to +200°C. The stab:tlity after 
cycling is vvi thin 1 or 2 percent. .il.. protective covering was 
necessary to overcome oxidation at temperatures exceeding 60°C. 
Production techniques for fabricating carbo.film resistors to 
1 per cent tol.era.n(.:es are known. It is planned to develop min:i.
ature and subminia.ture types in the near future. 

Promising progress has been a.chi.eved in the development of a 

similar resistor vr.i.th an improved temperature coefficient of 
resistance and redu ced o:xida tion tendenc;ies o 2 

_&. A miniatw.·e carbon potentiomete:t" "With an upper temper atu re limi. t. 
of 150°C. is manufactured by the Chicago Telephone and Supply 
Corporation. 
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3 • Conductors 

a. An assortment of printed, fired, etched and stamped metal con
ductors are available for high temperature service. Silver and 
copper are COrriil.tonly utilized as the conducting metalso The 
temperature is linri.. ted by the bonding adhesives and the base 
material to 'V'Jhich the metal conductors are attached. 

b. Since the peruc operating temperatures in miniaturized electronic 
equipments approach the softening temperature of conventional 
solder, high temperature solders containing a small percentage 
of silver are generally used. 

c. Ceroc and Ceroc T (Teflon) magnet wires have excellent character
istics for high temperature service and have found wide acceptance 
throughout industry. 

Silicone enamel magnet wires are not often used for 200°C. service 
because the softening of the enamel at high temperatures frequently 
leads into turn to turn short circuits in reactor windings. 

Glas:> c overed magnet wire has found limited application in high 
temperature reactors. 

Teflon covered and silicone impregnated Fiberglas covered 
stranded wire is commonly utilized for 200°C. service. 

�. Reactors 

Class H (150°C.) reactors have recently been made commercially avail
able in limited quantit ies. A comprehensive service life record of 
the performance of these reactors has not been compiled to date. 

In reactors.1 nri..niaturization and high temperature operation are not 
compatible. Since magnetic core materials saturate readily at high 
temperatures, it is usually necessary to increase core size .for 
high temperature operationo Also, high temperature insulations are 
thicker "than those used at lower temperatures. For these reasons, 
miniaturized high temperature reactors can easily approach the size 
of their conventional counterparts. 

Power supplies utilizing Class H reactors frequently exhibit inferior 
regulation characteristics. The conductor current densities are 
increased in the interest of miniaturization and the I2R losses are 
greater due to the vlider range of operating temperature. 

Until recently, means of internally co oling electronic reactors were 
not known. The winding and insulation densities would not permit 
the penetration of coolants to the internal hot spots. The insertion 
of metallic thermal conductors into the hot spots was considered and 
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I rejected by maqy manufacturers because of the resultant increased 
size aJld generoal, impracticabilityo Howvever, one organization has 
suc cessfully mi.niaturized and cooled reactoF by this method o25 

A te.clm:i..que of photo etching reactor conductors on thin flexible 
plastic sheets , assembling, and spo t welding the sheets to form 
npie wcund11 windings has been developed by Technography Printed 
Circuits Co:rt:q)any o.f Tarryto'Wil, New York. With tlll.s method the 
c1�ss sectional area of the internal conduc tors can be printed 
larger t han t.ha t of those near the surface to provide a means of 
alleviating hot spots. Also, cooling conductors can be in
tegrally printed to permit conduction cooling of the i nternal 
hot spotse It is claimed that reactor windings can be fabricated 
more economically with this technique than w.i th conventional 
winding methods., 

.2., Subminiature Vacuum Tubes 

Ruggedized premium subminiature tubes are commercially available 
from several tube manufacturers., Most of these are the end products 
of research and development programs sponsored by the Armed Serviees. 
El ectrical equivalents of rr.any- standard GT and miniature tube types 
are bei ng produced. 

The premium tubes are r ated at 80% minimum average life for 5000 
hom·s at 30°C. ambient temperature. Reasonable life expectancies 
can be achieved if the hot spot envelope temperatures are limited 
to 175oc., At the absolute maximum temperature (25ooc.), the tube 
life is considerably reducedo Further thermal data related to 
U1ese tubes is presented under item 7 of this section and in 
Section III-F of this report, "Methods of Cooling Vacuum Tubes". 

Addi.tional tube types are under development. and product ion faci
lities are being rapidJ.y expanded., 

6., Other Materials and Miscellaneous Parts 

Silicone and Teflon impregnated Fiberglas laminates are acceptable 
for 200°Co serviceo Separation of printed conduc tors from bases 
of silicone laminates has oc curred at elevated temperatures due to 

� 

t.ho softening of the resin . Asbestos filled bakelite, when pro-
:. ) tee ted from the atmosphere, is usable to 200°C. The ele ctrical I' 

characteristics at elevated temperatures are poor., The filler . 
holps ruggedize the ple.stic but. does not provide a hermetic sealolJ 

Johns-Manville asbest os in..c;ulating sheet, "Quinterra11 � has been 
frequently employed in vvinding high temperature reactors. The 
power factor at 60 c-.rcles ranges from 25 to 30 percent. 
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Teflon has excellent thermal and electrical characteristics, but 
it is at present somevJha.t difficult to util ize . Miniature tube 
sockets and hermetic seal s of Teflon are available fro m The u.s. 
Gas ket Company., Care must be exorcized in exposing Teflon to 
extreme temperaturel3, since highly toxic fluorine gas is released .. 

A satisfactory embedding plas tic for high temperature subassemblies 
has not :> to date_; been developed., High quality potting mater ials 
currently availablg have ab c olute upper temperature limits of 175oc. 
for short periods" Stypole resin has been sugcessfully utilized 
for connectors operating at high temperatures. At present, it can 
be used as an embedding material for only small parts, not complete 
subasscmblieso 

Kovar and Fusi te hermetically sealed plugs are e.."Ccellent for 2oooc o 

applications .. 

Almost all fired electrical ceramics are satisfactory for high 
temperature utilization.. Steatites have been frequently fabri
cated into bas eplates for high temperature printed conductors. 
Stupalith exhibits promising characteristics. The el ectrical 
parameters are excellent and the coe fficien t of thermal expansion 
is almos t niL In GGnc;ral, all ceramics are fragile an d, there
fore, require special meclw.ni ca.l consideration. 

Winchester melamine connectors have bGen converted to hermetica lly 
sealed co nnector s by encapsulating the male pins with Stypole. 
Satisfacto ry operation for several hundred hours at 200°C. has been 
achievcdol4 A disk type semi-conductor r ectifier for o peration from 
-60 to 2000C., is under development.2 

P .. R. M,-1.llory and Company is planning to produce a hermetically 
sealed magnesium copper sulfide recti f ier rated from -70 to 200°Co 

] .. ., Thcrrual Dora ti.ng of Electronic Parts 

It is recognized t..�roughout indnstry that t hermal derating of 
electroni.c part::; is necessary for high temperature serviceo A 
number of nanufacturors have established deratin g 11bench rnarks11 
for partJ.cular parts., However, little is known in . these matters 
of the characteristics of the majority of ele ctronic parts , 

espoci.:J.lly in terms of long life ancl reliab ility . 
!&my electronic on;;inoers, engaged in the design of mill tary equip
ment, tmconsciously apply t.he mrginal ratings that are comm.on 
practice in the design of domestic television and radio receivers. 
Equipment so desig.n cd frequently has short life and poor reliability., 
In addition, engineers, anxious to obtain the maximum gain o r output 
per stage, design circuits wherein the vacutun tubes are ope.rated 
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I near or at their rn..l.Y..ir:u.m ratings., This concept is not compatible 
with lor� life, reli.ability, or good thermal practice., 

Examples of the ma.rginal ratings currently in use in the United 
Sta"tes compared to the conservative Bri tisb ratings is exemplified 
by the resistor ra.tings published by Painton , Ltd .. 

� Length MaxoDia& British Rating Nominal U.So Equivnl-:mt 

72 .)11 .15611 1/8 Watt Greater than 1/4 'Watt 
?3 .8111 o21911 1/l� Watt Greater than 1/2 Watt 
74 1.,0611 .,21911 1/2 Watt Approximately 1 Watt 
75 l.,J811 3441! "- 1 Watt Greater than l Watt 
76 2.,0611 .. .34.411 2 Watts 2 Watts and over 

Ratings for liquid and forced air cooling of resistors are al�o 
published by Paintono 

Thermal derating of vacmun. tubes is discussed in Section III--F 
of this report. 

C. FORCED AIR COOLING 

1. In recent years, several manufacturers haVt'l e.1..-pended considerable 
e.ffort tow·ard increasing the effie iency of 11 forced air" cooling of 
electroni.c equipment. Current advances include the development 
of coolir...g ducts·' turbulent air cooling, and air-to-air heat 
exchangers e , Forced air is U.'?ually directed to the heat sources by 
means of ducts and baffieno In several ins tances ,  forced air 
cooling was utilized t.o supplement convection cooling when 11hot 
spots" were encounteredo 

2., Air- to Air Heat E.xchangers 

One of the primary d:ifficulties encountm'ed 'With forced ai:c cooling 
is related to the ·variation. of the densib.r of air wlth altitudeo 
At high altitudes the rarefied atmosphere loses much of its cooling 
capac:l.ty, a.nd E:lectrical insulation fails through coror1a fonuatiou. 
One solution is the utilization o.f an "air to alr11 heat exchaP.ge:r· 

'�) 

case in whic11 !:.he electronic equipment;_is hermetically sealed at a 

.. ·)·· pressure of one a tmosphereo An int.ernal fan usually transfers t.he ...... ·· 

heat from the sou:t'N: to the heat e.xcha.nger ja.cket, which also serves 
' 

as the case. while an external fan draws the ambient air across the 
outside of the ease +..o cool the ·heat exchanger (See Fig., l) o At 
1.east six organi.zations have developed 11 a.ir to air" heat exchangers 
of t]:l..is type. 

The exchangers are of rreny confi.gurations and capa.ci ties o The most 
successful units were cylindrical tanks w.i. th convex dished 'heads .. 
It vro.s necessary t.o design the elect.ronic equipment in special 
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shapes to fit insi de the casos., It \'rdS found that high st,rength 
materi.al was required for the heat excha.nge:r cases in order to 
1'Jithstand the pressure differentials. A method has been developed 
for fastening circular p arts together with a pressure tight seaJ 
when either thick or soft aluminum sheet stock is used for- con-
struction of the case. 8 

· 

Some o f the charaeterist.ics of a typi cal 11air to a ir" heat exchanger 
case de�igned to remove 1060 vratts from electronic equipment are 

listedoo The case was of a cylindrical shape with outside dimensions 
of 20 inc hf3S in diruneter and 30 ;inches in length.. The double jacketed 
heat. excr...anger included finned aluminum radiator cores lvbich also 
formed part of the case.. The outside air was forced through thE-! 
external core in one direction while the internal air was dravm 
through the internal core in the opposite direction. 

At sea level, atmospheric pressure, 55°0. ambient air temperature, 
and a dissipated power of 1060 watts, the t empera ture at the entrance 
of the inside heat exchanger was 77°0. while the highest temperature 
of air discharged from the tubes was lllo5oc. 

At an altitude of 50_,000 feet and an ambient temperature of 31°C.,, 
the highest temperature at tho entrance of the insid e heat exchanger 
was 73oc. When the inside a1r was evacuated to an equivalent pressure 
altitude of 10,000 feet, the inside heat. exchanger entrance temper
ature Wd.s 79 .6°C .. 

Another case, similar to t he above, 1'li th an outsid e diameter o! 18 in. 
a nd an overall length of 26 in. vras developed to dissipate 650 watts 
intermittently and 200 watts continuously. With both external and in
ternal fans in operation, the equipment operated so cool that it was 
decideg to use an internal thermostat to control the outside fan 
motor .. 

An "ai.r to air" heat exchanger case has been constructed in the l'orm 
of a cylinder 19'1 in diamet.er and 21'1 h.:igho29 The external air· 
entered a plenum chamber at the bottom of the eyJ.inder and was passed 
through twenty-·four .,) inch diameter tubes vrhich serve as heat ex
changers to the inside of the caseQ External ai1.1 is supplied to the 
plenU!"TT chamber by the airframe rnamlfacturer. At. 30°C., ambient 
temperature, sea level pressure and with a heat input of 780 w<l,tt.sj 
2. 2)0 Co rise above ambient at the hot spot and a 13°C .. rise at the 
cold spot were observedo These tests were performed with air cir
eulating throu£71 the heat ex changer case at 133 CFM and ·with a 

st.atic pressure at the entrance of the case of o.o66 in. H20.. The 
temperature of the ext:.aust air from the case was 15oc., above its 
entrance temperature., 

Hermetically sealed air to air heat exchangers in oblong shaped 
packages have also been developed.9 Two current pressurized uni.ts 
dissipate 175 watts and 145 watts resp�ctivelyo 
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A special high altitude heat exchanger dissipating approximately 
.,75 KW has been developed by an aircraft manufacturer.ll 
Flattened tubes, for pressurized internal air and atmospheric 
external air, are arranged around the periphery of the 30 in. 
diameter by 36 in. long cylindrical bodyo The dished heads at 
the ends of the exchanger are extremely complex magnesium castings, 
incorporating pressure seals, electrical connectors, etc. 

An air to air heat exchanger to dissipate 1000 watts in a pressu
rized case 20 ino in diameter and 29 in. high is under developmenli. 7 
Thermal evaluation b.a.s been initiated utilizing an external fan 'With 
a 3-13/16 inCh diameter Torrington wheel operated at 9000 RPM at 
sea level and 12,000 RPM at 60,000 feet. 

Several electronic organizations have produced airborne electronic 
equipment without incorporating any integral cooling equipment. 
The airframe manufacturers have promised to provide the required 
cooling air at the necessary temperature to cool the electronic 
equipment. 

One equipment is to be cooled by cabin exhaust air which will enter 
the case at 3ooc. or lpwer at a density not less than that equi
valent to 30,000 feet.4 

Another equipment under development dissipates 400 watts in a case 
designed for forced air cooling.7 The airframe manufacturer is 
required to supply the desired airflow for cooling the equipment. 
To insure proper cooling, the first seven models of this equipment 
incorporated thennocou.ples attached to the h ot spots so that the 
operating temperatures could be externally monitored until the 
cooling air was properly adjusted. 

In an airborne electronic equipment which has been recently mini
aturized, the synchronizer was reduced to a package 2 x 9 x 14 in.16 
Eight plug-in subassemblies, with a total of approximately 70 sub
miniature tubes, a blower, a 300 watt heater, and blower controls 
are included in this unit., Approximately 300 watts of input power 
are required for its electronic operation.. Printed conductors on 
lamina ted phenolic plates, I'Ji th conventional resistors, and capa
citors, are utilized .. Due to the temperature sensi tivity of 
several critical 11RC" circuits, it ha.s been necessary to accele
rate the normal "warm-up11 ·with a heater and recirculate internal 
air with a blower. After the required tetrq:lSrature is achieved, 
the heater is disconnected and the blo-wer, by means of an electric
ally operated shutter, circulates external air through the assembly. 
It is necessary to maintain the exhaust air temperature at 55oc. 
plus or minus 5°0. 
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l• Blowers 

A radiator manufacturer initiated the development of a prime 
cooler in the form o f  a blower which would deliver a constant 
mass of air rather than a constant volume o Since conventional 
blowers become ineffective at 30,000 feet altitude, such a 
blovrer might extend the service ceiling of aircraft from 30,000 
to 50,000 feet, The design problems of such a blower have 
been explored.24 This project was discontinued but may be re
initiated in the future. 

A miniaturized spot blower for cooling hot spots is under develop
ment by Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation. The total 
volume occupied by the blower is not to exceed 2.5 cubic inches, 
of 'Which 2 cubic inches is for the motor-blower and 0.5 cubic "l inch.e(:l for the motor capacitor. The motor is to develop 1. 7S watts "· 

output at 24,000 rpm. 'When operating from 115 volts, 400 cps, single 
phase, and the impeller is to deliver 10 CF.M of free air at 25oc. 
This blower is to be a completely integrated unit which will operate 
in 200°0. ambient temperatures. Delivery of the first prototype 
is planned for the immediate future • 

.!J:. Turbulent Air Cooling 

Increased air cooling efficiencies can be obtained b,y the utili
zation of turbulent air techniques. This cooling method is con
sidered by some organizations to be a new advancement. The appli
cation of these techniques to electronics is new; however, tur
bulent air cooling has been used by the aircraft an&. automotive 
industries for many years. 

The principal function of the turbulent · air technique is t.o reduce 
the s tagnant boundary layer or air film which constitutes the re
sistance to heat, mass, and momentum transfer through the applica
tion of high velocit,y cooling air. It has been found that the 
stagnant layer can be greatly reduced by turbulence. The thick
ness of the stagnant layer is a function of the Re,ynolds number,* 
the diameter of the duct, and a dimensionless coefficient usual:cy
referred to as the Prandtl or Schmidt numbe�. In general, not 
much can be a ccomplished prac ti cally to modif7 the Prandtl number . 

*A non-dimensional term involving the essential parameters of the 
flow; namely -velocity, density, viscosity, and physical dimension
in the direction of flow which provides an index of the nature 
of the flow, whether uniform or non-uniform and the degree 
thereof. 
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The parameters which can be freely varied are the Reynolds number 
and the diameter. By increasing the Reynolds number and decreasing 
the diameter, conditions can be modified so that the stagnant layer 
thickness is considerp.bly reduced. As a result, under favorable 
conditions, heat transfer, momentum transfer, and mass transfer can 
be increased by a factor of 10 to 100 w ithin practical design 
limitations. Theoretically, the, heat, momentum, and mass transfer 
can be increased to values approaching molecular speeds but the 
design problems would mount very rapidly as the velocity of the 
fluid is increased above the speed of sound.B-363 

The high Reynolds nuniber combined 1'li th small diameters usuall.y 
requires the high velocity movement of gases or liquids which, 
in tum, necessitates that a considerable a:rwunt of power be 
expended into the plllllp or compressor .B-363 

Some of the advantages of the turbulent fluid techniques are: 

!• It is possible to achieve mass transfer at either reduced volume 
or at lower temperatures than under stagnant cond:ttions. 

b. With equal temperature and volumetric considerations a gain in 
- the speed of mass transfer can be obtained. 

c. The turbulent fluid teChniques combined with high temperature 
- anP. high concentration gradients across the stagnant layer can 

permit an increase in speed of operation by a factor as great 
as one hundred. This may lead to the development of new fields 
in drying, depositing of chemicals, painting, paint removing, 
etc. 

The disadvantages of turbulent fluid techniques are: 

a. The turbulent fluid technique inherently introduces an ir-
- reversible process leading to a limitation in the efficiency 

of the sys temo 

b., If temperature limitations are not involved in the process, 
the turbulent techniques will in general offer no advantage 
since the same mass, heat or momentum transfer can usually 
be obtained by increasing temperatures and concentrations in 
the stagnant processes. Under such conditions the extra 
expenditure of equipment for turbulent motion may not be eco
nomical. 

,2. Applications of Turbulent Air Techniques 

The turbulent fluid technique can best be applied 'Where there is 
either a limitation as to the max1III1llll temperature that can be 
employed; a limitation as to the ma.x1.III1llll time during which an 
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operation can take place; or if there is a limitation on the maxi
ll1U.IIl surface area which is avatlable for heat transfer.. Because 
of the in.efficiencies of ordinary methods of stagnant transfer and 
the large condu ction and rapid radiation losses incurred in stag
nant processes, the turbulent techniques so far used compare f avor
ably vl"ith the commercial stagnant drying techniques utilized in a 
number of industries& 

It should be realized that whereas the effici ency of the turbulent 
technique is limited by the power which nm.st be wasted for the 
destruction of the stagnant ley�r, the conventional techniques are 
not limited by such an item.B-.3' 3 

Generalized Turbulent Flow Data: 

Laminar flow requires six times as nm.ch air volume as turbulent 
air for equivalent cooling. The heat transfer coefficient is 
ten to one hundred t imes greater for turbulent flow than for 
laminar now., This amounts to an eight to one gain in efficiency 
when the compressor losses are included., 

For a given pressure difference or now of air, the dimensions for 
a duct to produce turbulent flow may be calculated to provide op
timum heat transfer characteristics. 

A labpra tory test model was designed � remove 300 watts from a 
magnetron with turbulent air cooling.2,;;� A solid brass block was 
drilled with seven holes for the insertion of elements to simu
late the magnetron heat dissipation.. A heat exchanger core of 
copper tubing about .125 inches square was soldered around the 
brass block and connected to a fitting the size of a ten centimeter 
wave guide. Turbulent forced air reduced the block temperature 
to 170°C .. 

A second lab test configuration demonstrated the simulation oi' 
an air to air heat exchanger for a ground based equipment which 
was t o  operate unattended for a month in a salt water spray and 
a. sand atmosphere.25 The e xchanger core was constructed of 
rectangular ducts abo11t 1 x .,25 in. soldered t..ogether along the 
one inch surface to form a duet about 8 inches wide. The warmed 
and cooled air was c irculated through alternate ducts in oppo
site d irections. These duc·ts were in contact 'With each other for 
a distance of about four feet until the ducts were reduced by a 

throat to approximately 1 x 3 incheso The test blower motors 
consumed approxim..'l t.el:y 220 watts .. 

It is claimed that the thermal efficiency of this heat exchanger 
Yvas almost 100%; that is, the air leaving the heat exchanger was 
within less than one degree of the operating temperature of the 
equipment.,25 The heat. transfer coefficient is claimed to be ten 
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times greater than that obtained wi. tb laminar flow. The energy 
expended by the motors powarlng the blowers was not mentioned. 

A turbulent air heat exchanger plate designed to dissipate 100 
watts operated at .3.$00. above ambient wi. th a differential air 
pressure of 10 pounds gage.25 An alumi� model of improved 
performance whiCh will operate at 27°0. above ambient for 100 
watts of cooling has been demonstrated. 

D. LIQUID COOLANT SYSTEMS -
The state of the art of liquid cooling has been found to be well 
advanced in special types of electronic equipment. With currently 
available piping, pumps, and heat exchangers, etc. it bas been 
possible to construct usable auxiliary equipment. Piping bas pro
vided a convenient means of transporting heat .from el':lctronic equip
ment to the ultimate sink. It has a small volume. relatively light 
�gnt, and is capable of conducting large quantities of heat. 

Liquid cooling can be separated into t'WO categories, direct and in
direcif systems. Direct systems are those 'Wherein the coolant is in 
direct contact wi. th the electronic parts. Indirect systems are 

those wherein the coolant is not in contact with the electronic parts. 

For direct systems, careful selection of a coolant compatible with the 
immersed electronic parts has been necessar,r to reduce the deleterious 
effects of decomposition, corrosion, and electro11sis. The coolant 
requiremnts for indirect s ystems were not as critical because it is 
onq necessary that the coolant be compatible at the operating temper
atures with the beat exchangers and pipingc 

1· Direct Liquid Cooling Systems 

! • Simple Systems 

With power densities of 0 • .5 watts per square inch of cooling 
surface or less, it has general:cy- been found satisfactory to 
immerse the electronic parts directly in a coolant, for in
stance, silicone oil, and seal the package. Thus, the primary 
heat transfer from the components to the coolant was ac
complished directly. The heat transferred to the liquid was 
transported to the surface o f  the case by natural convection 
and reached the ultima. te sink by conduction through the case 
(See Fig. 2). 

�. Direct Systems in More Co�lex Form 

For power densities exceeding 0 • .5 watts per square inch of 
cooling surface, additional equipment has been required. A 
circulating pump was usually" necessary to remove the heat 
carrying liquid from the electronic equipment compartment 
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to a heat exchanger, for heat rejection to·the ultimate sink. 
A return line from the exchanger to the electronic compartment 
formed a completely closed continuous circuit. 

2. Indirect Liquid Cooling Systems 

In indirect systems, the coolant usually' circulated through a wall 
panel or jacket heat exchanger enclosing the electronic parts to 
be cooled. Natural radiation, condu ction, convection or forced air 
were relied upon as the primary means of moving the h eat from the 
electronic parts to tho internal heat exchanger where it was trans
ferred to the coolant. The heated liquid 1ms pumped to an external 
heat exchanger for heat transfer to the ultimate sink, and sub
sequently' returned to the internal heat exchanger by a pump in the 
return line. 

1• Desirable Coolant Liquid Characteristics 

It bas been fo.und necessary, when selecting a liquid coolant for 
and indirect system, to consider the change in the thermal and 
physical charActeristics of the liquid over the entire operating 
temperature range as vrell as its compatibility with the metals 
and materials of the heat exchangers, piping, and pumps, with 
which it comes in contact. 

For direct liquid cooling systems additional properties including 
the compatibility with electronic equipment and parts, the dielectric 
constant, the povorer factor,, the vis cosity, the vaporization temper
ature, the flash point, toxicity, and the coolant life must be 
evaluated. 

a. Silicone Fluids 

Silicone oils have been used successfully as liquid coolants 
for both direct and indirect cooling applications. These 
fluids have heen found to exhibit satisfactory thermal and 
electrical characteristics. High temperature operation is 
excellent and is limited only' by the cracking temperature of 
the fluid. 

Properties of two representative silicones that are in general 
use are presented: 
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Characteristics 

Dissipation Factor at 1.· M.C. 
Dielectric Constant at 1. M.C. 
Pour p oint 
Specific Heat Cal/gram 
Flash point (rn:i.n.) 
Bciling Point (1 Atm.) 
Ther-m.al Conduct.i vi ty 

'I'hei'IlUl.l Expansion Parts/°C 

DC-200 

.0003 
2.78 
-65.00 c. 
.34 
163.ooc. 
2oo.o0c • 

DC-550 

.0003 
2.20 
-5o.o0 c. 

316.o0c. 

• 000236 to .000338 gram 
calories/sec/cm2jco 

1.598 x lo-3 

TelnJ.)erature differentials of .from 5 to 10 degrees C. have been 
obtained in silicone fiuid.s utilized in direct cooling system0. 
If the liquid is agitated, the temperatm·e diffel .. ential may be 
maintained within 2 or 3 degrees c. Containers of silicone oil 
are usually hermetically sealed in applications not requiring 
an external heat exchanger or agitator. 

In equipraent mounted so that it will always remain in the same 
position. it has not been necessar,y to include a hermetic seal 
on the silicone filled container, provided the boiling point of 
the silicone fluid is not exceeded. The coefficient of expansion 

of the silicone fluid in sealed u11its must, be considered. E:h.J?an
sion of silicone fluid has been compensated for by metal bellO\'fs 
and silic one rubber diaphra�.20 

b. Freon 

Freons have not been utilized as liquid coolants because of the 
high operating pressures at coolant temperatures of the order of 
lOOOC. 

c. Petroleum Oils 

Power frequency reac'OOrs and switch gear for public utility and 
industrial service have, for many years, used direct liquid cool
ing. Petroleum base olls normally furnish satisfact.or.r cooling 
for such oq:ti.puent.. Power transforme:ts of large C::l.paci ty 
generally are provided with oil circulating pumps and heat ex
changers to transfer the heat to the ultimate sink. The beat 
is removed from the exchangers b,y forced ventilation or w�ter 
cooling. 

Petroleum base oils (11Nujol11 minere.l oil) have found application 
in direct liquid cooling of electronic equipment with hot spot 
temperatures of the order of 17.5°C. The oil oxidizes readily and 
it must be changed. frequently. Mineral oil losses at high fre
quencies are lower th� those of silicone oil; however, mineral 
oil cracks and oxidizes at lorver temperatures than silicone oiL 
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The following are the pertinent characteristics of acceptable 
unused transformer oil (type 100): 

Specific gravity at 15.5oc. 
Flash point 
Fire point 
Saybolt viscosit,y at 4ooc. 
Dielectric strength Volts/mil 

for .1 in specimen 
Pour point 
Dielectric constant at 1. M.O. 

.898 
13200. 
149°0. 
57 sec. 
300 

-45.6°0. 
2.22 

The hermetic sealing techniques in use include preheat ing oi 
the electronic assembly and the coolant fluid to the maximum 
anticipated temperature and solder sealing the completely 
filled container at this temperature. When the liquid cools, 
a vacuum-like space of volatile products remains in the con
tainer to permit thermal expansion of the fluid. At room 
temperature and at one atmosphere, the sides of the cases are 
frequently concave due to the pressure differential. Packages 
with prov isions for an expansion of coolant liquid may be filled 
without preheating • 

.!!• Examples of Liquid Coolants in Use 

a. Closed Sys1ems 

During the development of a miniaturization program, it was 
concluded that natural means of cooling were not adequate for 
the power densities encountered.18 An existing electronic 
equipment was miniaturized into a design that required forced 
liquid coolin g. The engineering model of the unit consisted of 
two subassemblies wherein the electronic parts were C9J!1Plete� 
immersed in the cooh�t and thre e subassemblies wherein the 
coolant circulated through the case walls. 

The electronic connections, as well as fluid coolant connections, 
vmre provided v'Ji th plug-in couplings at each of the subassemblies. 
The complete assembly initia� u�ed Freon 113 as the coolant and 
operated at a temperature of 13000. and a pressure of 50 psig. 
Because of the high operating pressures, the Freon 113 was later 
replaced vd th DC�200 silicone fluid, This equipment dissipated 
250 watts and required an external pump and heat excha.Dger for 
heat removal to the ultimate sink. 

The original engineering model of the miniaturized unit is being 
redesigned for production.l8 It is planned to have the modulator 
and oscill.a. tor hermetically sealed a nd immersed in DC-200 sili
cone fluid and to depend upon natural convection . in the silicone 
for cooling. Thus, the need for an external heat exchanger and 
coolant pump is eliminated. 
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An amplifier in current production dissipates 40 watts in a 
package 2.37 x 2.62 x 4.0 inches filled wit.h DC-200, 50 centi
stokes silicone fluid. This device was designed to dissipate 
approximately 0..5 watts per square inch of surface area with 
an internal temperature rise of about 5ooc. above ambient.27 

An R.F. transmitter, which operates in the n S1 band, was 
designed to operate in Nujol.20 This transmitter was packaged 
in a 9 inch cube and dissipates about 300 watts. A silicone 
rubber diaphragm was used to compensate for the expansion of 
the mineral oil. The outside of the oil filled case operated 
at 150 c. and some of the hot spots on the case reached 175°C. 
A blower in the e quipment cooled the outside of the case. The 
cavi.ty size was reduced during this development for immersed 
use in the mineral oil. The Nujol mineral oil must be changed 

) after every 400 hours of operation to rezoove the carbon particles ·. 

formed by oxidation. This equipment has been in service for a 
year and to date no failures have been reported due to the mineral 
oil. Silicone oil, because of its dielectric losses at high 
frequencies, was not considered satisfactory for this application. 

An 8 kw cooling unit weighing 125 pounds has been developed.28 
DC-500 is used as the coolant liquid in conjunction with a liquid-
to-air heat exchanger for cooling. In prototype test, its per-
formance at altitude was n ot satisfactor,r. 

b. Expendable Coolant Systems 

Telemetering equipment packaged in a case about 18 inches in 
diameter and 36 inches long is being miniaturized . l8 �e problem 
is to package 200 to 350 tubes, that dissipate i n  the neighbor
hood o£ 1000 watts, in a metal disc 18" in diameter and 3. '5" 
thick. It is planned to provide a copper cooling tube in a flat 
spiral, sandwiched between two alunn.num blocks containing the 
tubes. The copper tube w.i.ll contain 80 cubic inches of 1.mter, 
circulating at a gallon per minute, with an inlet temperature of 
4ooco or less and a 7°C. difference between inlet and outlet 
temperatures. A continuous flow of water is to be supplied from 
an external source during 'test operations o 

.2· Miscellaneous Data 

Silicone fluid has contributed to the wearing action of certain 
combinations of metals o Tenon seals were recommended by a pump 
manufacturer but failed during testing. A standard type pump was 
substituted and satisfactory results were obtained.28 

Teflon feels slippery to the touch but is not self-lubricated. 
Teflon bearings nm.st be provided with lubrication. If operated 
dr,r, heat due to friction will soften Teflon and cause a pump 
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bearing or seal t o  leak. Teflon sea1.s can vr.i. thstand corrosive 
liquids for short periods whet1 most other materials used for 
pump gaskets or seals disintegrate almost immediately. 

Thermik spined tubing has found application in liquid to air heat 
exchangers. It provides a favorable ratio of cooling surface area 
to volume. 

Thermal ratings of liquid cooled resistors are discussed in Section 
III-B-71 ••Thermal Derating of Electronic Parts". 

VAPORIZATION COOLING 

1• General 

In vaporization cooling systems, heat is removed from the electronic 
equipment by the vaporization of the coolant from the fluid state 
into the vapor state and the absorption of the latent heat of vapor
ization of the coolant. It has been f ound that even though vapor
ization cooling is not in general use, it appears to be the most 
effici.ent method of cooling electronic equ-1-pment of high power den
sities as well as the only practical cooling method for many high
altitude and non-atmospheric applications where other types of 
cooling are not feasible. 

Direct evaporative cooling can be more effective in removing the 
heat generated by electronic parts than direct air or liquid cool
ing. The heat can be removed at the rate at which it is generated 
sin ce the cooling fluid can be supplied as it is required. 

Vaporization cooling can be classified into two categories: direct 
and indirect SJ7Etems. A direct system can be defined as one in 
which the refrigerant comes in direct contact with the electronic 
parts. An indirect system is one in l'dlich one refrigerant does 
not come in contact with the electronic parts. 

2. In a direct vaporization cooling system it is necessary that the 
electronic eqt'lipment be installed in a hermetically sealed package. 
The operating temperature of the package is d etermined by the vapor 
pressure of the coolant. The vapor pressure may be controlled by" 
a constant pressure valve installed in each subassembly or in sub
assemblies with individual pumps o This valve can regulate the flow 
rate of the pump to mainta in a constant pressure and refrigerant 
operating temperature (See Figo 3). 

In applications utilizing the direct system, the coolant· liquid must 
be carefully selected so that it will be compatible with the electro
nic parts, have a low power factor and a constant dielectric strength 
to reduce the possibilities of current leakage, voltage breakdown, 
corona and associated power losses. Freon-11 and Freon-113 are 
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typical coolants utilized in direct evaporative cooling systems. 
The Freons are of low toxicity, practically odorless and because 
of their comparatively high boiling points are adaptable to simple 
equipment servicing procedure. Some of the characteristics of the 
Freons are listed below: 

Dielectric strength (vapor) 
Boiling point (1 atm.) 
Freezing point 
Latent heat of vaporization 

Freon-11 

3.0 
23.7°C. 

-111.1°C. 
84.0 BTU/lb. 

Freon-113 

2.6 
47.5°C. 

-35 .0°C. 
70.62 BTU/lb. 

At present, Freon-113 is the most. comraonl y  utilized evaporative 
coolant for the immersion of electronic components. It is con
venient to handle at room temperatures when servicine the equipment 
and at � given temperature its vapor pressure is less than Freon-
11. However, Freon-11 is more suitable for operation at extremely 
low temperatures • 

.J.• Indirect Systems 

A wider selection o£ liquid coolants is possible in an indirect 
vaporization u,rstem because the coolant does not come in direct 
contact with the electronic parts. This permits the selection 
of the coolant to be based on the desired thermal characteristics. 

In an indirect vaporization cooling system the electronic equip
mont may be cooled by any of severa l means. The primary coolant 
may be forced air or forced liquid. The refrigerant (secondary 
coolant) can be circulated directl y through a cold wall or jacket 
pr ovided in the equipment. The primary coolant removes heat from 
the electronic equipment and. sebsequently transfers it to the 
vaporization systeill secondar,1 coolant by means of an air-to-liquid 
or liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger (See Fig. 4). 

The following coolants have been suggested as suitable for vapor
ization c ooling in an indirect system: (also listed are their 
latent heats) acetone-2h2BTU/lb., methyl alcohol-495 B'I'U/l1) ., 
carbon tetrachlorlde 97 BTU/lb., ethyl alcohol 389 BTU and water 
1039 BTU/lb .B-407 

The change of conditions during the evaporative process of an 

aqueous arllillOnia solution and of a methanol-water nrl.xture :r..ave been 
calculated o B-406 

,!! • Expendable or Open-Cycle System 

In the si mplest vaporization cooling system the refr:igerant is in 
a closed container from vvhi ch the v apor is expended through a valve 
to the atmosphere. This type of system has a short operating period, 
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the length of which is determined by the rate of heat production 
in the equipment, the lat.ent heat of vaporization o:r the coolant, 
and the quantity of C'.Oola.nt available. 

In an expendable evaporative cool1.ng sys·tem the operating temper
ature of the electronic equipment is determined by the pressure 
of the vapor inside of the closed electronic package. This 
pressure is usually held cons tant by a valve ld1ich is insensitive 
both t,o external temperature and pressure. A special valve, which 
meets the requ:t;rements above, has been developed for this specific 
appllcatior:�.o B-409 

.A pri.nD.ry advantage of expendable evaporative cooling is that an 
ultimate sink is inherently provided. 

.2• Continuous or Non-Expendable Systems 

In the continuous or non-expendable system, a condensing heat ex
changer is required to remove ·the hea.t and return the re:t:r1gerant 
1'roro its vapor-stato to its liquid state so that :tt may be re
circulated. through the closed syst.em. If electronic equipment is 
required to operate longer than an hour at a time a continuous 
or c�osed system is usual� necessary (See Fig. 4�. 
Several organizations have developed closed systems, but there are 
none that are kno'Wll to be in continuous operationo 

The use of Freon as the evaporative coolant leads to a pump lubri
-cation problema In a domestic refrigeration system the re!rigerant 
is normally used as a vehicle for the compr.essor lubricating oil. 
Since Freon-113 is a solvent for oil and baa a dr,ring effect on 
pump bearings , it has been necessary to operQte va.ne and re
ciprocating type pumps for direct evaporative cooling systems with
out lubrl.cation. In such systems the pump must also be capable ot 
pumping vapor as well as llquid. The continUo'\lS indirect systems 
do not exper-lence as marq Pl.Ullp d:.i.ffi culUes o Also, the selection 
of a different coolant may alleviate many of the pump problems • 

.A small a....ual flovr turbine ty;,Je pump packaged as a single unit is 
under deve1oproen�

4
and should prove useful for application in oon

ti.nuous systems o� 

6. Spray Cooling 

Spray cooling is a di rect vaporization system in which the re
frigerant is sprayed over the electronic parts a This :reciuces the 
quantity of refr�gera.nt and decreases the overall weight of the 
equipment (Sec Figo 5). 
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Evaporation spray-cooling tests with Freon-113 have been conducted 
on an RCA 5763 tube for a wide range of flow rates at saturation 
temperatures of l.SO, 200, and 250°F. '£he minimum Freon flow rates 
required to reproduce free convection surface temperatures on the 
tube were not only extremely low (of the order of ope-half pound 
per hour), but almost independent of te:mperature .B-402 

Similar investigations have been made utilizing Freon-11. The test 
results were very similar to those obtained with Freon-113 except 
that the flow rates required to reproduce the same tube temperatures 
were much lower using Freon-11. This is understandable since Freon-
11 has a higher latent heat of vaporization.B-402 

Spray cooling tests conducted using Freon-11 on the KS-9117 trans
former permitted the reactor to be operated at 100% ovrrload before 
it reached its normal surface operating temperature.B-�02 

Comparative thermal tests were performed on a 30 watt, 5 olun 
resistor. The temperature rise at 107 watts input under spray 
cooling with Freon-11 was the same as that for 30 watts dissipation 
with free air convection. The increase in resistor capacity was 
26o.%.B-403 

1· Examples of Vaporization Cooling in Use 

An existing electronic equipment which has been miniaturized incor
porates both direct ang ind irect vaporization cooling in various 
sections of the unit.l Since the modulator, oscillator and power 
supply dissipated the greatest power they were completely immersed 
in the refrigerant. In the indirectly cooled portion of the first 
model, the refrigerant was passed through jackets to which the 
tubes and elootronic parts were mounted. The f irst model used 
Freon-113 as the coolant operating at a temperature of 130°C., a 
pressure of 48 pounds gage, and required the use of an external 
pump and heat exchanger. In order to reduce the pressure, it was 
found preferable to utilize Dow Corning DC-200 silicone fluid and 
convert from vaporization to liquid cooling. DC-200 has an equi
valent dielectric constant and a vapor pressure of only 3 milli
meters of mercur-J at 100°C. 

The above equipment is unique in that the components are grouped 
into a chassis consisting of seven subassemblies. Each sub
assembly is replaceable, as a unit, by the removal of four screws. 
It was designed so that each subassembly could be removed from 
the chassis, simultaneously disconnecting the electrical connections 
and the liquid coolant connections. Since the liquid coolant connec
tions were gasketed, the simple operation of placing the subassemblT 
in position and the tightening of the f our mounting screws restored 
both the electrical and the liquid coolant connections. This per
mitted the removal of a defective subassembly in about a minute and 
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i.ts replacement w.ith1n another minute or two . Since Freon-113 
evaporates rapidly,, the subassemblies can be individually serviced 
almost immediatelyo 

Complete electronic equipments which will use evaporative cooling 
are under development.6, 23 Investigations of mixtu res of ammonia, 
water, and alcohol in combination with other methods of heat re
moval are in progress. 

8. Condor Coolers 

The Con dor Cooler is aunu.sual heat transfer devica manufactured by 
Condor Radio Manufacturing Company of Prescott, Arizona. It con
sists of a length of copper tubing partly filled with a volatile 
liquid and sealed. The lmver end is soldered, bolted or clamped 
to the part to be cooled, and the upper end to the skin of the 
equipment or some other heat sink. The liquid in the lower end 
boils, absorbing heat of vaporization. The vapor carries tbis 
latent heat to a cooler part of the tube and releases j_t by con 
densationo The cycle is completed by the liquid moving down in
side the tube (�ee Fig. 6). 

It is clai med that the conductivity of this device is equivalent 
to a copper bar of equal diameter and 1 • .5 in ches long. The large 
thermal conductivity permi.ts utilization of plastic embedment in 
miniat,urized equipments of high power density . 

A typical cooler is .2.5 inches in diameter, 4 to 6 inches long; and 
is rated to transfer 10 Yratts with a temperature gradient of 2.5oc . 

The primary disadvantages of this device are tr.rat it nru.st be mounted 
vertically or nearly so and is sensitive to acceleration parallel 
to its larger dimension. 

,2o Vaporiza tion Cooling Notes 

Wi:th vaporization cooling a constant operating temperature, c on

trolh'l.ble by simple pressure regula tion, is maintained over a wide 
range of altitude and ambient temperature. 

'l 

The dielectric strcr�gth of the vapor can be maey times that of air 
)·· a.t one atmosphere. If the equipment is sea led under cons.tant pres- ' 

sure,, the dielect.ric st.rongth remains cons·l;,a.nt regardless of the 
altitude of operation� 

Since an ultimate si1u< is not required, open vaporization cooling 
systems are operable at almost a� altitudeo 

The prospect ive altitt1de operational limit for closed liquid and 
vaporization cooline systems has been extended to any concei.vable 
altitude dependent only upon tho heat tra nsfer capacity of t..he 
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external heat exr.hnncer at that respective altitude and the ability 
of the nressure sealed case to "Withstand the differential pres
sureoB-409 

F. METHODS OF COOLING VACUUM TUBES 

1., General Infonro tion 

.In recent years considerable study and experimentation has been di
rected toward the determination of means of cooling vacuum tubes 
to increase tube life and obtain improved electronic equipment 
roliabilityo It has been found that a combination of cooling tech
r�ques is neces sary to achieve satisfactory v acuum tube cooling. 
An efficient means of removing heat from vacuum tube envelopes 
rema.ins to be determined., Many of the new tubes in the 5500, RTlvlA, 

') and JETEO series h ave been assigned temperature ra tings by their ' .. 
·. 

ummfacturers so that life and reliabili t'J expectancies can be 
estim'lted. The Yacuum tubes have been recogniz ed to be the most 
short-lived and ten�erature sensitive parts utilized i n  electroni c 

equipment� The life o.f vacuum tubes, at elevated temperatures 1 has 
1Jeon investigated and found to be an inverse non--linear function of 
the bulb temperatm�e above approximately 15000.. It is pos sible .for 
an improperly cooled subminiature tube to achieve temperatures in 
excess of 25ooc. Overheating of vacuum tubes has resulted in 
decreased cathode emission, the release of gas from the electro0.0s, 
::;rid eni.ssion and electrolysis of the leads a.t the glass envelope. 
Any one of the above can lead to fai lure and poor reliabilityo 

/>. study has been nnde of the 11Tube Life vs. Tempe:cature and 
Mechanical Failure n t o  assist in the development of more reliable 
long life tubes • .31 Curves of the rate of failure·' for various 
reasons :� at JOOC o a nd 17500. ambient temperatures have been pub-
lished� At Jooo. amb ient , the rate of failure decreased up to 
1000 hours of life nnd then remained rela tively constant. w:1:J.1<' 
3.t 17)°Co ambient the rate of fa:iJure decreased up to 1000 hours 
<1nd then the failures, due to deteriorations of performance 
ehJ.lnacteri.stics.!f incrensed at an extremely high rateo 

,. large tncr;.;1al gro.cli.ent usunlly exi.sts on the envelope of a sub
iri.niature tube in free airo Smn.e o.f the power dissipated by t..he 
anz;rlc j s tr<:.t2'1Di'e.rn:;d tc tlw glass emrr:!lope by radiation i'rcm. the 
an·xle. 'l\w :t'Ci.i..:dndor of -Lhe ;J0w::or di.ssipa tccl by the aJ.1o(:e and the 
>ovrc:l.� cEsr�i�x;.tod b:r tho other tube elements is conducted ::tJ.on,� �.·l•v 

·,,t,�tal J.n:J.-:.t:-:. :i.:nto t!1c oai:ic� of the cnvel(Jpe. This rer>ults in a hot. 
CJ.:ot 2.t ·L�itc: �J<.i.�Y? of 0hc t.uGo at tho DS.:.J.lG, vlrLcJ1 arc unfort:.mate.Ly 
lc:ss able to w'l th:.ot.�:.nd �"lit:ll t.e1:r;:er-o. t.n:ro.�; th<J.n t.he ot.l-J.er part.3 of 
Uw envelope� 
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2, Con due tion Cooling of Vacumn Tubes 

The m.ajori ty of current miniaturized electronic equipments utilize 
condu ction cooling of subwiniature tubes. Many configurations 
have been dev-eloped to provide the required heat removal. All are 
related to increasing the therraal conductivity between the tube 
envelopes and the tJ:wnaal sink. 

There are two basic methods by which the conduction cooling of sub
mirrl.ature tubes has been increased. The use of heavy electrical 
conductors to the tube terminals, id th the connections located as 
close to the tube as practical, has resulted in improved thermal 
conduction through the tube leads and a reduction of the possi
bilities of electrolysisoB-385 Tight fitting shields, with addi
tional har&vare forming a law impedance thermal path between the 
shield and the chassis have provided satisfactory cooling. A 
shield design with good thermal conduction in several directions 
has been recommended for subminiature tubes in which the flexible 
leads constitute a non-rigid socket, anci the tube shield provides 
the rigid support.B-385 

It has been .found that the tube clamps, sockets and shields serve 
to drain away, through cond�ction, a portion of the heat which in 
vrell designed mount ings can easily exceed that carried away by 
convection plus radiation. l.Iany organizations consider a firm 
metallic connection to the envelope by a thermally grounded spring 
clamp or foil vrrap-around shield to be the best mean s of ensuring 
control of subminiature tube temperatures. Fuse-type clips have 
been used .for this purpose. Shields have also been fabricated 
from metal foil, ·wire mesh, and spring materials. Metals of high 
thermal conductivity arc considered preferable. It has been 
recommended that the clamp or wrap should contact the glass over 
as large an area as possible, and extend entirely to the base of 
the tube)l While a fuse clip having a relatively small area of 
clamping vrlll reduce tube ten:rpera tures 20°C., a ther:tnally gronnded 
wrap i'nll achieve a reduction of )ooc o or more for the same tube o 

Choice of spr ing mat-2rials has beon rn.llnll linri ted by their strength 
at the temperatures under consideration.3 

Tube slLields have been effective .for cooling only when in thermal 
contact wi. th a heat carrier extending to cooler metal in the equip
ment. Vihon th is v.ras not possible, a mounting plate dt:Jsigned to 
serve as a radiator was used)l 

Subrn:i..n.i.ature tube shields are considered, by most users, to be in 
need of thermal improvement. Frequently, a large thermal gradient 
has been observed between the tube envelope and the shield. The 
irregular and sometimes eccentric envelope surfaces of subruiniature 
tubes do n ot permit a large contact area bet1veen the envelope and 
the shield. Several unique shields h ave been G.esigned to increase 
this area of contact and decrease the t hermal gradient. 
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A . .special shield1 threaded at the lower end for r.:hassis motm.t:Lng_ 
bas been develeped. This shj eld was fabricated of ahurlmun tubins, 
and slet.ted at. the upper end. '£he inside surface was coated with 
lacquer and black rayon flock was blown in to provide a tight. fit 
for the t.ubeso It is claimed that improved conduc tion cooling was 

obtained.7 (See Figo 7.) 

.t�nother spc::cial shield, recently produced, is f.:tbricated of beryllium 
copper and slo tted perpendicular to the major axis of the sub
Ltiniatu.re tube. This slotting allows the sections of the shield to 
accommodate variations of the envelope and increases the area of 
contaat bctY:roon the shiold and the envelope. A. modified version of 
tbis s11ield vrJ th c lips at one and to grip the press base type sub
miniature tube was also developed4 Thermal gradients of f.'rom 
10° to Jooc. lQvmr than those obtained 11dth conventional shields 
were achievect.U (See Figo 8.) 

When extrer;J.Gly effective conduction cooling is appli.e d to a tube 
so. tha.t the envelope temperature is reduced below its nomi!lr'll value 
for opel"ation at room temperature, it is not e.dvisable to increase 
the internal electrical dissi�t�gns appreciably above the room 
temperature published values � J !> 

A typic;J.l submi.n:l.atu re tube, rated at 2.,5 watts but normally 
operated at 2.1 1T.J.tta dissipation, wao used as a standard for 
thex>mal evaluations by one organization.31 When operated standing 
in free air �'flth an ambient and a mean radiant temperature of 25oc., 
the envelope attained an average temperature of lllOC. When a 1.9 
in. long by Ll2 inc dia. cylindrical a.lw:ti.num case surrounding the 
tube was replaced by a perf ora ted aluminum case ·with openings eqtli
valent to 31� percent of its area, the envelope temperature was 

lowered from 169oc. to 12700. The case temperature, lil,ew.i.se, 
declined 16°C. It was further determined that ·with a perforatc3d 
alumtnum case of the same out l ine and openings equivalent to 78 
percent of its area, the tube temperature was rcducE:d another l6°C. 
When the size of a cylindrical enclosure around a submi.niature 
vacmun tube was decreased, the tube temperature was increased. The 
a.bsorption of radiation on the inside of ouch s:ncloaures h.a.s often 
been substantialJy improved by roughening and bl.:1.ckeni.ut1 the in 
te:r'ior, tho improvement in overall trannfer being represented 'by 
reducttons oS �p3much as 15°C. in the envelope telilferatu.I·e of t.he 
heat. source. ·-JL! 

Many of the thermal clii'ficultios of miniaturization h.ave bcco:rae 
acute due to the dou.blf: enclosure of e lectronic pa:�ts. �rhis hac; 
been corm:1on in conYention.al construction 'Wherein ·tubes and other 
hoat sources were placed :i.n containers insi.de of the chassj s. 
For e.xamp]_e, th�: ty-pical 2.1 watt subminiature tube Yrith a shield 
can, placed lnside a cha�.sis, leads to a high aubicnt temperature 
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and an envelope temperature of 26.50Co Removing the can lowered the 
tube temperature to 230°C.; removing the chassis reduced the temper
ature to 1.51 °C.; and removing both the can and chassis decreased the 
tube temperature to 111°C. The design trend of subminiature equip
ment is toward the elimination of double walls between parts and 
the heat sink.,B-343 

The standardized miniature tube shield (which is not close fitting) 
has not provided a good thermal c ontact to the envelope of the t ube 
or to the chassis so that +..his device effecthrel� 

5
constituted a 

barrier which raised the envelope temperature.B-38 

The embedding o f  tubes and entire circuits in plastic materials 
has been f ound to have some very desirable features which commend 
its use with filament type and other low wattage tubes, despite the 
limitation of heat conductivity which excludes many subminiatures 
from this treatment .33 

The practicality of embedding other than filamentary types was 
ascertained only by experimental casting and comparison of operat
ing temperatures with recommended tube temperature values. 
Frequently a desirable d esign was achieved by potting all circuit 
elements except tubes, thus obtaining the advantages of the potted 
assembly with a minimum of ex:perimental work on temperature 
problems.33 

Small c ircuit assemblies ba ve been thermally isola ted by glass wool 
packing. The temperature of a subminiature tube , so treated, rises 
rapidly and the tube is ultima. tely destroyed. Heat generated by 
subassemblies of low power density has been removed through a small 
copper rod of several inches in length and later dissipated in a 
radiator attached to t he rod. Theoretically, a .125 inch diameter 
copper rod can carr,y 2.1 watts for 1 • .5 inches with a 28°Co temper
ature gradient. 

Soldered and welded junc tions generally constitute a much greater 
discontinuity in ther�l circuits than might be expected from casual 
el ectrical analogy.B-343 

l· Convection Cooling of Vacuum Tubes 

Convection cooling of vacuum tubes has ueen usod extensively in 
conventional electronic equipmertts . However, it has not found many 
applicati ons in miniaturized equipments, especially those utilizing 
subminiature tubes. The general trend of industry is toward 
inc reased power densities and other means of vacuum tube coolingo 

It is apparent that the most important consideration in the convec
tion cooling of subminiature tubes is related to the mounting of the 
envelopeo Mount ing position has been shown to produce an apprecia ble 
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effec·c on the e fficienc y  of convective cooli:ngo It has been. 
necessary to mount tubes in the vertical position in order to 
utilize fully the chimney effect for convection cooling. 
Thermal measurements of a subminiature tube operating free of 
� conducting s upport, and standing in air of room temperature 
indicated that th e tube radiated abou t  40% of its thermal (lissi
p ation from the bulb and leads, wh ile the remainder was carri.ed 
away by free convection of air. Under these c onditions the 
teruperat\lre of surrounding objects was found to assume considerable 
importance .. 

It has been shown that tube life is materially shortened if the 
envelope temperature is opera ted above its ratecl value for exte nded 
periods of time. 'l'he envelope temperature r atings provided by 
manufacturers are for standard pressures. Since the �ensity of the 
atmosphere and its cooling capabilities decrease with altitude, it 
has been necessary to decrease the thermal p ower dissipation of 
tubes that are exposed to other than standard pressure conditions .. 

A stuqy of the altitude derating of electron tubes has been completed 
and families of curves for tl1e derating of specif ic tubes at differ
ent altitudes have been prepared.3 Severa l classified and un

classi£ieci reports havE' been published that contain derating data 
pertinent to a fevt of the tubes in general use. 

li• Radiation Cooling of Vacuum Tubes 

Attempts to improve the radiation from tube envelopes by blackening 
or sandblasting the glass have resulted in higher rather than lower 
temperatures, because these surfaces absorb heat normally radiated 
through the glass, thus increasing the e nvelope wall temperature.31 

Glass begins to be a poor transmitter of infrared radiation at a wave 
length of 2 .5 microns . It can be shovm that for a radiation source 
at .500°C o, only 6% of the infrared energy will be below 2 5 L:d.cr·ons 
and, therefore, 6% of the infrared energ-J will be transmitted directly 
through t he glass, 94% of the energy ·will be absorbed by the glass 
a.nd then're-radiated. It h as been found by numerous experiments 
that black paint on the inside of close fitting subminiature tube 
shields does not appreciably assist heat removal.8 

2.. Liquid Cooling of Vacuum Tubes 

High povrered transmitting tubes have been water cooled for many 
years. Little is known, hmrever, of the parameters for liquid 
cooling of subminiature tubes. In one insta...""'lce, the tube life was 
increased considerably by liquid c ooling .27 
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Interaction among tubes in a cluster was evaluated with a seven tube 
thermal test model ·which was liquid and air cooled.. For the tube 
spacing employed, it was shovm that the rate of heat dissipation 
from each tube was principally depend ent on the air temperature in 
.iiis immediate vicinity and was not noticeably affected by surround
ing components and their temperatures.. The change in chamber heights 
between 4 and 2.,75 inches caused increases in the required temper
ature differen

4
ces between tube surfaces and cha.mber vmlls of the 

order of 20% .. 2 

The temperature differential of the chamber f illed with silicone 
fluid was one-fifth of that of the air filled chamber o With equal 
tube ternperatures, the chamber wall temperature for air a�proached 
0°F .. , �1ile that for the silicone fluid approached 400°Fo 4 

Silicone grease or jelly has been used to assist heat :.t:emoval when 
submini.ature tubes were mounted in drilled metal blocks. 

Dissipations of from 1300 to 6500 watts per sq.in. (200 to 1000 watts 
per sq. em.) have been obtained w:i. th water cooled anodes of high power 
tubes. The lower value is most commonly used.12 The flow rate and 
water temper ature for each water cooled tube type have been determined 
experimentally by i t.s manufacturer. 

6. Forced Air Cooling of Vacuum Tubes 

Forced air cooled vacuum tubes are commonly utilized in high power 
military electronic equipments. Much cooling information has been 
published by the tube manufacturers. To date, the vacuum tube in
dustry has been unable to reduce the design of cooling fins and 
other t:nermal paTts of these tubes into basic parameters. "Cut and 
try11 experimental methods have been found to be the most economical 
and practical design techn1ques.l2 

Additional information on forced air c ooling of vacuum tubes is pre
sented in Section III-C of this report. 

1· Miscellaneous Vacuum Tube Cooling Data:12 

l 

a. When the glass envelope external surface temperature of a vacuum 
·) tube is 175°C • .  , the envelope internal surface temperature can be ."'· 

as great as 400°C. 

b., The absolute maximum. tempez:ature of copper leads and other 
va ouum tube c onnectors is 600 t.o 7oooco 

Co Little is known of the max:imwn temperatures and basic phenomena 
associated with oxide coated cathode�. Wide performan ce differ
ences exist betvreen controlled laboratory samples. The ma::::inru:m 
safe emission current for oxide coated cathodes is 40 amps per 
sqocm. or 260 amps per sq.ino 
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d. Cathodes and gold plated g rids can be operated to a maximum 

- temperature of 825°C. 

e. Alloy types X, Y1, Y2, and wolfram can be utilized to lJOQOCo 

ULTIMATE SINKS FOR THE DISSIPATION OF HEAT 

TI1e preceding sections are concerned mainly with the removal of heat 
from the electronic heat sources. This section is related to methods 
of dissipating the heat after it has been removed from the electronic 
equipment. The mode by which the heat is transferred to the sink is 
optional, based upon the design configuration and environment. 
Directly or indirec·�ly, the earth or its atmosphere absorbs the heat 
and becomes the ultimate sink. It is therefore necessar,r, in any 
heat removal system, that an ultimate sink 11connection11 of low thermal 
i.mpedance be employed. 

In simple cooling systems utilizing natural or "brute forcetl methods, 
the heat is usually dissipated directly from the surface of the case 
to the atmosphere . With such systems, heat removal and rejection to 
the surroundine enviro��ent is readily accomplished as long as the 
equipments are of low povrcr densities and have adequate exposed sur
fa.ce areas. 

Vfi th e quipments of higher power densi. ties of the order of .25 watts 
per square inch or more, heat rejection becomes difficult. It is in 
this fiel d  that further investigation is in order. 

· 

The choice of the ultimate sink depends upon the type of equipment 
that is being cooled, the type of environment in which it is operated, 
and the type of sinks of unlimited capacities that may be available. 

When forced air cooling is utilized, the heated air i s  usually dissi
pated directly to the atmosphere, while a new supply of air is 
obtained from the atmosphere to cool the equipment. 

If the e quipment is cornrenient to a liquid sink, an air to liquid heat 
exchanger may be utilized to remove the heat from the air so that the 
air may be recirculated in the system. 

With liquid cooling systems, the heat may be re.jected from the li quid 
to the atmosphere by means of a liquid to a forced air heat exchanger. 
If a liquid sink is available a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger can be 
used to reject the heat to the siru�. 

It is also possible to employ the latent heat of vaporization of a 
liquid as an ultimate sink. In expendable vapori.zation cooline systems 
the vapor is direct� vented as the ultimate sink to the atmosphere. 
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Varx:Jri za ti.on cc)oling; c<m be prmrided to cool the electronic equipment 
din;ctly or as tho ul tima.te sink for a forced air or liquid cooling 
system., 

In f ree space beyond the earth's atmosphere, a radiation cycle may be 
employed to dissipate the heat.direct]y t.o space. This radiation 
cooling system could employ a liquid cooling s.ystem to cool the 
electronic cornpom.'Ilts; the liquid could t hen be circulated through a 
radiation jacket located on the outside surface of the vehicle. 
Since the efficiency of the radiat.ion cycle is not high, a n  alternate 
system of greater efficiency could be obtained through the use of an 
e:xpenctable cvaporati ve cooling system. It vroul d  be necessary to pro
vide an adequate supply of coolant for the length of servic e  dnsired, 

Ohio State University Research Foundation has prepared a technical ) report for the Air Force entitled, "Methods for the Ultimate Dissipa- ·· 

tion of Heat Originating vd. th Airborne Electronic Equipments11 o24 Sr.. D378 
This report discusses seven methods of ultimate heat clis sipution that 
are appli m ble to -v-arious typos of airborne vohi cles. The character-
istic features of each system and the d;ynamic range over 'ihich the:� 
perfon��ce of each system is practicable are outlined. 

The seven basi c methods are: 

L Air cooling by the use of 0lovrers 
2. Ram air cooling 
3o Expanded ram air cooling 
h., Air cooling by flush skin heat exchangers 
5� Heat dissipation t o  expandable evaporative coolants 
6. Heat dis sipation to fuel 
7 e neat dissipation by radiation to space 

The f:i rst three SY'dtems involve air cooling vvhile the la st .four involve 
liquid cooling., It is apparent tha.t the cooling of high power donsit.y 
electronic equipment can best be accomplishsd at high altitudes by the 
use of a liquid cooling system. 

IV. THERMAL DESIGN ME;THODS IN F.SE 

A, G3:m7.l1AL DISCUSSION 

It was found during thJ s survey that the 11cut-and-try11 method was 
the thennal design teclmi.que lLlost commonly used by electroni.c engineers 0 

J.'his rnethocl can be vor;r expensive if a complex thermal problem is 
encountered. E:x:a::1.ple.s were noted wherein electronlc equipt;Jent had been 
redesigned and rebuilt as m:my as five ti mes before the thermal pro blera 
was solved by 11cut-and-try11 methodso Several manufacturers of electonic 
equiprr.ent l1a.ve recently udded heat transfer specialis·ts to thair staff� 
to assist in :::elvin;; -:,herrnal problems. In cencral, the heat t:runsfer 
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engineers vrere responsible for the design of special heat exchangers 
and cases for new equipment. A period of adjustment is necessary for 
electronic and hea.t transfer engineers to become entirely cognizant 
of each others problems. However, when their efforts were coordinated 
during the ini tial design of an equipment, man y potenti al electrical 
and thermal problems were minimized. At present, it i s  possible to 
solve few electro nic thermal design problems by mathematics. Most 
thermal designs are almost impossible to compute because of lack of 
data and the maey unknown variables. Empirical methods have been 
proven to be best vlith the present limited knowledge. Electrical 
analogues can bo used if some information is available rela tive to 
the temperatures and t he thermal characteristics of the materials 
involved. 

B. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS 

Man y of the thermal computations necessary for the design of e lectonic 
equipment are too complicated for a complete anaiytical solution. If 
an analytical solution is to be attempted, the usual procedure is to 
idealize the geometry and consi der th e  possible mathematical solutions. 

The accuracy of the analytical method depends upon the number of 
assumptions that have to be made to idealize the geometry and simplif'y 
the physical conditions. The solution may be obtained by mathematical 
description, graphic al methods, o r  by the analogue method. In general, 
the relationships and methods of solution are too complicated to so lve 
by dir ect analytical means. Practical tests have shown that this type 
of pro blem lends itself well to solution by electrical analogues. 

C. ELECTRICAL ANALOGY 

The electrical analogy method of investi gation of heat now is based 
on the identity of the equiations governing heat flow and the flow of 
electricity in a r esistance-�apacity circuit. 

The analogy between thermal and e lectrical phenomena is knmm to be: 

Thermal Terms 

Temperature difference 
Hate of heat flow 
Thermal conductivity 
Thermal capacity 

Equivalent Elec·�£_ico.l Terms 

Voltage 
Current 
Electrical conductivity 
Electrical capacity 

In order to usc this method, lmovrledge of temperature and thermal 
properties of the substances through 1mich the heat is to flo1'f is 
required. This requirement may prove difficult, because of the in
adequacy of the thermal da tct <md the expense and skill required for 
determining heat capacity coefficients. 
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The study of a. thermal problem by mean s of t.he anal ogy method includes 
the following steps ; 

1., E stab lis hir� the analogous condition ( calcula t ion) . 
2. Constructir� a resistance-capacitance circuit to simulate the 

t h ermal problemo 
3., Su bjecti ng this circuit to the appropriaiie analogous initial 

conditions ( applying a given voltage at one end of the circuit, 
which is equivalent to eA�osure to a given temperature; or 
applying a current corr e sponding to a certain heat f low into a 
body, etc. ) o 

4o Measuring the electrical units; voltage and currents at po ints 

in the circuit analogous to those points at Which temperatures 
and heat flow are to be measured in the body being sub jected to 
heat now .. 

.5. Cpnv erfjing the results of the electrical i nve sti gati on into heat 
units (calculation). 

This method is simpl e and accurate since it substi tutes electrical 
measurements, which are readily made, for thermal measurements, 

which are difficult, cumbe rsome , ina ccura te , and in many cases 
irnpossi ble to obtaino It involves, of course, knowledge of tempera
tures and the th ermal properties of the substances th rough which the 
heat is to f low .. 

V.. TECHNIQUES INV'i:STIGATED NOT CT.JJ:lliENTLY IN USE 

A. AIR COOLING REFRIGERATION CYCLE 

Air qycle ref rigeration systems are especially a pp lica ble to the 
coo ling of el e ctronic equipment in aircraft beca use of their light 
weigh to Air from existing jet engine compressors or ram air may 
be expand ed in an intel�cooler to provide equipment cooling .. Some 

of the possible air-cycle resrigeration. syst ems f or the c ooling of 
electronic equipment are:B-2 

1.. Air turbo-compre.ssor unit for jet propelled a ircra ft 
2. Air turbine uriit for jet propelled aircraft 
3., Air turbo�co:mpressor unit for reciprocating engine d.ri ven 

aircraft 
4. Vapor jet compression unit 

It is claimed that th ese sBstems hold promise for cabin and equip
ment cooling in aircraft. 

B. HILSCH-VORTEX-TUBE 

The Hilsch tube may, at some time �n the future, be used as a cool
ing device on high speed aircraft. The Hilsch or Vorte..� Tube con
sists of a precision-confie:,'11red 11tee11 type chamber into which air 
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is for ced tangentially. One tube is connected t o  each end of the tee. 
The loncest of the two has a throttl ing valve on tile opposite end from 
the tee and is knmtm as t he hot tube while the shorter tube, which is 
L:ilo>m as the c old tube, is reduced to a diaphragm with a small aperture 
near the tee end (See Figo 9). Compressed air passing tangentially 
iil'to the tee forms a vortex in ti1e teeo The lighter air -..ri.th less 
thermal ener{y flovm to the cent er of the vortex and passes through 
the aperture in the center of the c old tube t o  be discharged out the 
open end of the tube. The denser air ·with more thermal energy flo-vrs 
down the hot tube in a spiral and out through the throt�ling valve 
which is used to control th e operating temperatures.B-1.?9, 160 

The efficiency of the tube is not affected by any partj .. cular shape of 
the co ntainer and tubes, provided the whole is of rotational symmetry. 
One model in wbi.ch the tube was of .25 inch co pper tubing had a warm 
tube 12 in. long and a cold tube 6 in. long. Optimum results were 
obtained vti. th the diaphragm as near the nozzle as possible. Since 
the shape of the aperture of the di.aphra� does not appear to be s ig
nificant, a circular opening is used.B-1 2 

Varying ratios of hot and cold ai..r can be obtained by adjusting the 
throttling vd.lve at t he warm air endo The tube is capable of simul
taneous tm;rperatures of plus lo6°F o and minus )6°F. At 11hot11 adjust
ment, it can p roduce up to 3)00F. Wl-.d.le t he Hilsch tube_prov:ides 1) 
to 20 times greater cooling than the ordinary laboratory method 
(expansion of gas through a nozzle under ti1e Joule-TI1omson principle), 
it rJaS a refrigeratil1{; efficiency of only 20%J compared to 70% for house
hold refrigerators and close to 90�� in larger cooling installations .B-161 

A ti1eoretical method of evaluating the temperature Tc of the stream 
of cold air fl owing in one direction, and the temperature Th of t.be 
hot air flmri.ng in the opposite direction has been determined . b-15 7 

The general design of t he Hilsch tube is .fairly simple but there are 
many variables vrhich control the temperatures of the tubes �B-162 

L E.,.."{ternal pressure and temperature of the atmosphere or chamber into 
which the a.ir is dischargedo 

2. Tube dimensions: diametern of hot and cold tubes, diameter of 
nozzle� diameter o.f orifice in d iaphragm. .. 

J. Pressure of ai:-r before e:x:pansion by the nozzle (nozzle pressure) 
and rate of flow of air from nozzle .  

4. The J.nass of cold oir throu.ch the cold air tube varies ·with tbrottle 
pressure and sot tin�.;. 

Because the lh.lsch tube has no r.1oving parts, it is particularly adapted 
to high stagnation temperatures, especially when cerarrd.c materials are 
used. It is probable -that the Hilsch tube vrl.ll :maintain its efficiency 
at high pressure rati o s  c This may make it applicable for the c ooli� 
of certain vehicles at very high Mach numbers o The Hilsch tube -w-111 
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probably find applir..a ti on in install ation s vrhere very small flO'\V 
rates are required. B-158 

Only about one-third of the air entering the IIilsch tube reaches the 
loYf temperature level to be available for cooling purposes. Accord
ing to Hilsch1s tests, the tube length can be chosen at about 250 
times the diameter of the nozzle. Thus , :for addi tionaJ. cooling, 
a tube three inches in diameter vrould have a length of J.4 to J.8 feet 
Although there are no test results available of Hilsch tubes with 
dimensions more than 5o times those Hilsch used, it is generally be
lieved that no bs

B
ic differences in performance will arise due to 

scale effec t.B-1> 

C. HYDROGI!."N INERTING 

A survey of available gases indicated that hydrogen would provide an 

excellent thermal environment for more effective cooling of hermeti c
ally seale d and inerted elec tronic equ ipment. Because of its low 
density and favorable heat transfer characteristics, hydrogen is 
considered to be the gas most sui table for this purpose. 

The thermal conductivity of hydrogen is almost seven times that of 
air and the heat transfer coeff icient :for ventilating surfaces in 
hydrogen is about 15 times that of air o In an atmosphere of hydro
gen, corona has little, if any, effect on insulation because in the 
absenoe of oxygen fires cannot occur. Mixtures of air and hydro
gen containing more than 70�6 hydrogen are non-explosive. 

Hydrogen cooling has been exten.si vely utilized by the public 
u tilities and industry for cooling large rotating electrical 
devices. 

D. STEAM EJECTOR COOLING 

Steam ej a::t.or cooline systems have been installed in railroad cars 
to provide a ir conditioning and refrigeration. A similar system is 
.feasible as a means of cooling electronic equipment s ince the steam 
for its opero.tion could bo obtained as a by-product of vaporization 
cooling of electronic cquipr,1ent. 

The system c ould consist of a number of closed thermodynami c c ircuits: 
the cold water c ircuit, the rGfrigeration circuit, the a ir-condensate 
removal circuit and the condenser heat removal circuit. These are so 

inter-related that it is necessary only to supply steam for compression, 
a small amount of water :for condensation � and power for air and water 
circulation, to obtain refrigeration. B-,>26 

The functional description of a typical system (Fig. 10) follows: 
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Cold water, circulating through the cooling coils of an air-to-liquid 
heat exchanger receives heat from the air and flows thence to a 
chamber or evaporator into mich it is sprayed., The evaporator is 
evacuated sui'fi.ciently to permit the boiling of the water at a temper
ature of 40 to 500F. The evaporation of a portion of the water cools 
the remaining water which is then re-circulated by a pump to .:f'urther 
cool the heat exchanger. The vacuum, 'Which pennits this evaporation, 
is maintained by a steam ejector. 

At the ejector, steam from an independent source is admitted through 
a nozzle to the end of the venturi shaped tube forming the ejector. 
In expanding from its fixed positive pressure to the high vacuum, it 
attains a high velocity which permits it to entrain vapor from the 
evaporator.. This vapor enters the ejector near the nozzle. It is 
first accelerated and mixed with the high velocity steam, then duo 
to the shape of the venturi the mixture is compressed, changing its 
velocity energy to pressure. The compressed 1nixture is delivered to 
a special type of air condenser to be condensed. The function of the 
ejector, similar to that of the mechanical compressor, is to remve 
refrigerant from the evaporator and compress it so that it can be 
condensed by releasing heat to the outside air.B-326 

SUBLIMATION 

Methods of cooling electronic equipment by sublimation of solid ref
rigerants have been examined, and found feasible. 

The development of compact light weight methods for f eeding the solid 
refrigerant into the sublimation chamber would further increase the 
value of these systems and make packaging simple and effective. One 
method proposed the storage of dry ice (C02) in a tank of methyl 
alcohol. The heat absorbed during sublimation cools the alcohol 
which is circulated by a pump through a heat exchanger and then back 
to the storage taru� where it is sprayed over the dr,y �ce. The air 
to be cooled is passed through the heat exchanger )3-2 

THERMOELECTRIC I.JETHODS 

The possibility of conver·tii.ng therrtal energy to electrical energy by 
thermoelectric means and dissipating the energy in an external resist
ance has been evaluated. This method cannot be accomplished with 
thermocouples of the available a.lloys generally used for temperature 
measurements, sin.ce t,he thermoelectric efficiency is less than one 
percent. The size of the thermopile and conductors using available 
alloys i n  a practical instance would be such tha. t the heat source 

would be directly cooled by metallic conduction. 

A review of the theoretical efficiency calculations indicated that 
higher efficiencies can be attaine d with thermoelectric materials 
to which the Wiedema.nn-Franz-Lorenz rela tion is applicable, when 
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tb::>ir thermcelectrlc power is greater than 200 microvolts/°Cc Some 
:,;.inc-ant·I mon,r alloyL� wj.th added meta.ls approach the above cond:Ltions 
and ha.ve p:coduced an experimental e.ffL... :-y in exc ess of 5%. 

'l'iw c:ritena of hie,h efficiency have be en applied to semi-conduc·tor s� 
cteriv:ing t.he optimum conditions. Lead sulfide; vd th excess lead was 
found to be the only suitable material at present, which in con\bina.
t].on with the zinc-antir:1ony alloy produces an efficiency of seven 
percent., 

lhgher tl1ermoclectric efficiencies can be produc ed only b y  develop
ing neTJ' ma:t.erials v.hich can attain the theoretic::tlly required high 
values of thermoeleet.ric�po;-v,e:c, low heat conductivity, and low 
specific resi.stance.B-10_ 

G. LOW MELTING 1'EJ.)IFEH.AT"lJR.E kl"£TALS �;) 

p £1. 

The l�t.ilization of lov; temperattrre melting metals for conduction cool
ing was dis cussed in Section III-A1 of this reporto Further investi
gations h<.we not been promising. 

Mostly negative results have been obtained using the now metals 
sirn:L1ar to gallium and indium as heat transfer agents because of 
their oYJ. dation tcndencl es • 

C:HEMICAL METHODS 

L Endothermic re actions properly controlled provide another means 
for reniDving heato Of t hese , solutions of inorganic salts in 
water appear to be of interest. These reactions feature the 
removal of large quantities of heat and ease of reversibilityo 
In the solution of potassium nitrate (KNOJ) in water approximately 
8.,5 kilogram calories per mole dissolved are absorbed .. 

The pra.ctl.cabili ty of ut1.1J.zing endothermic reations for the cool·
ing of electronic equipraent seems rc:moteo 

2o Vf..:n.::.bJe_, E.,,, 11Cooling Electrical Apparatus", U.S. Patent. 2.,.354,159o 
This .mvention proposeD to ern.bcd tho ele ctrica l elcraent,s of the 
.:1.ppara tus being cooled, i.n a solid. inorganic substance whlch pro- . 
vl.de� for· a good tlwrma.l dissipation and a high degree of electrical 

. ) 
in::;u1a tion. 

O:cdi.nar:Lly, rllE:.terials liilh:lch have hi,;h thermal co nductivity like'Nise 
o:d1i bit. good electrical ccnduct.i vi ty. However,, a few crystalline 
m::Lne:r::tls or sa1 ts are except.ions to this general rule. Among these 
rninerah> are: calc:Lu m fluoride (CaF2), sodium chloride (NaCl ) , 
potassi.u:m chlori de (XCl) � sodi.um fluoride (NaF), and potassium 
fluoride (Kb'). These :rd.ner als have therml conductivities of 
0.026} 0.0166, 0.0166, 0.015 :me! 0�016, l'espect,ively, �n calories 
per s;;cond per square centimeter, per centimeter thlclmess per 
degree cent:i.grade. The mineral f'illi:ng is :i.n a good heat transfer 
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relation to the electrical members after solidification. The re
crystallized mineral possesses high th ermal conductivity to dissi
pate the heat vd.th a low thernal.. gradient between heated members 
and the casing. 

3. Troy , M.o., "Liquid-Cooled Electronic Apparatus" , u.s. Patent 
2,214,865, September 17, 1940. This invention suggests that a 
transformer or device be immersed in a liquid chlorinated or
ganic compound surrounding and insulating said device and a heat 
brake comprising a relcti vely larec body of ir:Jrili.scible lighter 
liquid h aving a hi@.'l.er specific heat r..uperimposed on &aid chlo
rinated compound , said m terial bcil."J.C volatilized at tcnperaturcs 
too low to injure said device. Liquid halogenated compounds are 
chlorinated diphenyl benzene, chlorinated benzotrifluoride1 
chlorinated napthalene, chlorinated phenyl benzoate; sealing 
liquids are H20, or monohydric al cohol. 

4. Semenza, Marco, 11A System for the Cooling of Elec trical and 
Similar Liachinery at Lo w Temperature11, British Patent Specifi
c ation No. 319,707 ( September 26, 1928). This patent recommends 
the use of liquified gases sind.lar to air or nitrogen £or cool-
ing electrical machinery at low temperatures. The main claim is 
related to the temperature area of operation: 11by using for each gas 
that pressure whic h will give the lo west possible evaporation 
temperature -vd. thout reaching the freezing po int, this temperature 
being below the normal refrigerating temperature for the gas". 
"There is also a certain pressure at v1h ich equilibrium will be 
obtained lxd:;w·ecn the energy saved and t he energy required to 
l1quif'y the nece ssary gas. Bolo-vT this value of the pressure the 
e cononuc advantage of the system increases until the pressure is 
reached at which the evaporating point of the liquified gas would 
coi n cide wj.th it,s freezing point11• It is also claimed the 
tempem tures are su fficiently low to produce co nsiderable re
duction in ohmic resistance of the cond uctors. 
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B-57 Rolle, Edward NEL casting resins �mL Resin No. 177 
Interim Report No. 2 Navy Electronics La bora tor".T 
Report No. 165 (February 231 1950) 

B-58 Franklin, J::'hilip J., French, David I.I., Nyberg, Wilbur C. 

B-59 

Development of t he Ha tional Bureau of Standards casting resin 
Circular 493 Nation.ll Bureau of Standards (1:ay 22, 1950) 

Venable, E. 
Noo 2,354,159 

Cooling Electrical Apparatus 
(July 18, 1944) 

u.s. Patent 

B-60 Lippitt, L. The use of electron tubes in potted assemblies 
llesearch and Developr;wnt Board Committee on Electronics 
Panel on Electron Tubes (January 18, 1?51) 

CAFACIT01t.S 

B-61 

B-62 

Progress Reports on ll.i{;h temperature miniaturized capacitors 
Contract lJo. AF-33(033)-9328 Spra[.;'Ue Electric Co. 
(Second Prosres s 1\.eport - July 1, 1950) (Third Progress 

Report - October 1, 1950) 

Development leading toward improved or new designs of glass 
<l::olcctric capacitors Interim Reports Corning Glass 
V{orks Contract No. 1{36-039 sc-38136 

B-63 A study of high dielect:d.c const.'.lnt films for high temperature 
operation (Final Report) Daleo He search Labs. Contract 
No o W36-039 sc-32361 
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CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR THERMAL COMPENSATION 

B-66 Connor, John A. and Troxel, David L. Electronics, 
circuit-design techniques, precise the1�l stabilization 
of tuned L-C circuits NRL Problem No. 39Rl0-63D 
Bureau Request Number Sl$02 

COHDUCTION COOLING 

B-71-C 

B-72-C 

B-73 - C 

B-74 

B- 75-C 

B-76 

(See Classified Supplement) 

(See Classified Supplement) 

(See Classified Supplement ) 

Hannahs, W.H., Caffiaux, J.A., and Vihoeler, W.R. Heat 
transfer in miniaturized unit assemblies Sylvania Tech-
nologist Vol. III - No. 3 lJ-1 7 (JUly 1950) 

(See Classified Supplement) 

Mersnwm, Berggren and Boelter The conduction of heat in 
composite infini. te solids University of California 
Publications in Engineering Vol. 5- No. 1 Pg. 1-22 
7 f ir;ures in text University of California Press (1942) 

FINS FOR HEAT TRANSFER 

B-86 Norris , R.H. and Spofford, W.A. High performance fins for 
heat transfer Transactions A.S.1J.E. Vol. 64 489-96 
(July 1942) 

B-87 Gardner, Karl A. Effi ci ency of extended surface 

B-88 

Transa.ctions A.S.M.E. Vol. 67 - Noe 8 621 
(November 1945) 

Young, A.J. 
Marconi ReView 
1949) 

Radiators for transmitting valves The 
Vol. 12 -No. 94 8$-91 (July/Sept. 

( FORCED AIR BLOWERS - SELECTION OF 

B-91 Robinson, W., Zimmermu.n, R.H., and .Stevenson, J.A. Design 
and control of Llowcr for tmiform cooling of electronic 
equipment from soa level to 70,000 ft. altitude Ohio 
State Univers ity Research Foundation Report No. 33A 
(April 7, 1950) 

B-92 Steinberg, E.B. Iraprovcd cooling of electrical devices 
Electrical Manufacturing Vol. 4.5 - Noo 1 70- 7$ 
(January 1950) 
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FORCED AIR BLOWERS - SELECTION OF ( contd.) 

B-93 Yfueeler, J.s.c., Rowe, G.W. 
ment TRE Report No. T2119 

Small fans for radar equip
Duplicate ATI No. 55248 

GENERAL INFORMA. TI ON 

B-96 Drake, D. T. Electronic equipment cooling in a high 

B-97 

B-98 

B-99 

B-100 

B-101 

B-102 

B-10.3 

temperature environment Northern American .Aviation, 
Inc. West Coast IRE Conference on Electronic Coriiponents 
(April 27, 19$1) 

Pfaff, R.W. Equipment cooling in high altit ude high speed 
airplanes Boeing Airplane Company Document No. D-10814 
(January 8, 1951) 

Fuller, F .1. and Barron, W.A. Summary of aircraft cabin 
cooling equipment design study (Part I - revisional) 
Republic Aviation Corporation Report No. F-5028-llOA 
(October 18, 1949) 

Steinberg, E.B. Improved cooling of electrical devices 
Electrical Manufacturing Vol . 45 - No. 1 70-75 
(January 1950) 

McAdams, W.H. Some recent developments in heat transfer 
Purdue University Encineering Bulletin Research Series 
No. 104 

Shaw, E.N. 
soldering 
Noe 12 

The overheating of miniature resistors during 
Telecommunications Res. Estab. Technical Note 

Jakob, IfJ.UX A survey of the science of heat transmission 
Purdue University Engineering Bulletin Research Series 
No. 68 (August 1939) 

Telke.s, Maria 'rhe efficiency of thermoelectric generators 
I Applied Physics Vol. 18 lll6-1127 (December 
19l�7) 

tmA� DISSIPATION FROM CABINETS 
-

B-106 Littlejohn.� H.G,. Heat dissipation �om cabinets for 
electrical instl"'.lliOnts The General Radio Experimenter 
Vol. XX No. 8 4-5 (January 1946) 
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HEAT DISSIPATION FROM CABINETS (contd.) 

B-107-R Miller, M.L. and Ragni, V .F. Heat dissipation capabilities 
of aluminum containers for electron ic components Nav.y Dept. 
Contract NOrd-9099 Capahart-Farn81rorth Corp. Report 
No. FAR-1-L (January 4, 1950) 

B-108-R Miller, M.L. and Ragni., V .F. Heat dissipation capabilities 

B-109 

B-110 

of aluminum containers for electronic components Nav,r Dept. 
Contract NOrd-9099 Capehart-Famsworth Corp • Report 
No. JIIU/APL-CM 600 (April 20, 19$0) 

Bibbero, R.J. Estimating temperature rise in electronic 
equipment cases Proceedings of the I.R.E. Vol. 39 
No. 5 504-508 (May 19>1) 

Robinson, w. and Beitler, S.R. Operating temperature 
measurements on components, enclosures, and mounting surfaces 
of radar set AN/APG-7 Ohio State TJ'niversiv Research 
Founda. tion Report No. 20A (July 1948) 

HEAT EXCHANGERS 

B-116-R Ludwig, L.,G. The development of a hermetically sealed heat 
excl�er case for military aircraft transceiver Cornell 
Aeronauti cal Labor a tory, Inc. Report No. ml-608-S-6 
(August 1949) 

B-117 Robinson, W, and Zimmerman , R.H. An ana�sis of some design 
criteria of tubular heat exchan gers .for s:1Jnple ram air cooling 
s.ystems Ohio State Universit.y Research Foundation 
Report No. 26A (February 7, 1949) 

· 

B-118-R Vick, Eugene 225-400MC multichannel transmitter-receiver 
AN/ARC-27 Collins Radio Com:pa..ey- Report No • IDR-261 

B-119 

B-120 

(April 1, 1950) 

O'Donnell, W .J. Cooling eqUipment design stuey - heat 
exchangers for aircraft cabin cooling systems (Part 9) 
Republic Aviation Corporation Report No. F-5'028-109 
(October 7, 1949) 

Fuller, F.Lo and Barron, W.A. 
cooling equipment design stuqy 
Republic Aviation Corporation 
(October 18, 1949) 
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HEAT AND MASS FLOW 

B-126 

B-127 

B-128 

B-129 

B-130 

B-131 

Bradley, C.Bo and Ernst, C.E. Economic tbiclmess o.f thermal 
insulation .for intermittent operation Trans. A.S.M.E. 
Volo 67 -No. 2 93 (Februar,r 1945) 

Paschkis, Victor Periodic heat .flow in building walls 
determined by electrical analogy method Heating, Piping 
and Air Conditioning Vol. 14 - No. 2 133-1.38 
(February 1942) 

New heat transfer research tool Mechanical Engineering 
Vol. 64 - No. 2 95-96 (February 1942) 

Pascbkis, Victor and Baker, H.D. A method of determining 
unsteady state heat tra:nsfer. by means of an ele ctrical analogy 
Trans., A.S.M.E. Volo 64 105-112 (1942) 

Paschkis, Victo.r Establishment of cooling curves of welds 
by means o.f electrical analogy American Welding Society 
Journal Volo 22 - Part 2 462-s-483-s (1943) 

Paschkis, Victor and Heisler, Michael, P. The accuracy of 
measurements in la.mped R-C cable circuits as used in the study 
of transient heat flow Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 63 165 
(April 1944) 

HERMETIC SEALING 

B-136 Leiss, W.J .. , Jbltrup, G .. R., Slaton, J.H., and Waynick, A.B. 
Hermetically sealed electric components Electronics 
Vol. 21 8o-81 (November 1948) 

B-137 Hanson, Robert M. Hermetically sealed transformers 
Electronics Vol. 18 1.36 (February 1945) 

B-1.38-R Design and development of miniature hermetically sealed pmver 

B-1.39 

B-140 

B-141-C 

transformers Contract No. W36-039 sc-38221 Armour 
Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology 
Report Noo 9 

Anderson, Arthur L c Hermetic sealing 
No. 3 25-27+ (March 1946) 

Herbert, Geoffrey 
Noo 11 44-47 

Hermetic sealing 
(November 1945) 

(See Classified Supplement) 
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IITGH TEMPERATURE YAGUU1f TUBE OPERATION 

B-146 :Mouromtseff, I.E., and Kozanowski, H oN. Gri d temperature 
as a limiting .factor in vacuum tube operation Proceed-
ings I.,R .. E. Vol., 24- No., .3 47 (March 19.36) 

B-147-Il Kessler, Gerhart Fluctuations in hot cathode amplifiers 
due to temperature and their effects, particularly on DC 
amplifiers AF Translation F-TS-$825-RE (ATI $1912) 

B-148 Danforth, W.E. and Haddad, T.A� Radiation transfer con-

B-149 

B-1$0 

B-151 

B-152 

siderations in the heating of a cathode sleeve Franklin 
Institute Vol. 250 - Noo 2 135 (August 1950) 

Booth3 R.Eo, Feinberg, M., and Wheeler, W.R. Correlation 
o.f Bulb Temperature with ambient temperature .for subminiature 
tubes Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. Report No. 
BL/60/48-1 (July 1, 1948) 

Research and development o.f double diodes , low-mu triodes, 
high-mu triodes and RF pentodes for operation within hermetic-
ally sealed expendable assemblies Sylvania Electric 
Products, Inc� Report No. AD-TD-6 (July-August 1947) 

Research and development of double diodes, low-mu triodes ,  

high-mu. triodes, and RF pentodes for operation within 
hermetically sealed expendable assemblies Sylvania 
Electric Products� Inc. Report No. AD-TD-1 
(January 14, 1947 J 

Mechanical consideration affecting vacuum tube reliability 
Te1e-Tech (February 1952) 

ID:LSCH ·· VOHTEX - TUBE 

B-156 

B-157 

B-158 

B-1)9 

B-160 

"--

MacGoG, Hoy Flu:i.d action in the vortex tube 
Refrigeration Engineering Vol e  58 974 (1950) 

Burkhardt, Gerd 
Nat,urfo:rschtmg 

The Hilsch centrifugal jet 
Vol. 3 46 (1948) 

Knoernschi1d, Eueen'? I.f. and Morgensen , Otto P., Jro 
J�.ppl"'Lcat:Lon of HiJ. en tube to aircraft and missiles 

Zeitschr , 

MCREXE-66��--5101� GS-USJ�F Wright Patterson 128 
( tTune 10, 1948) 

Fina.'Ttore, O.B, A method for the experimental investigation 
of the Hils ch -�,ubt� Cornell Aeron.au tical La bora tory, Inc e 

Report Noo HF-.566-A-1 (August 30, 1948) 

Chapman, Seville The lhnque-Hilsch tube and applications 
to air t.om-:Jerature measm�emcnta Corn.e11 Aeronaut ical 
Laboratory

-
:; Inc, Report No,, 1{F-6S6-P--1 (April 17, 1950) 
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HILSCH - VORTEX -· TUBE ( contdo) 
B-161 

B-162 

MaxwellVs demon comes to lif'e 
and Astounding Science Fiction 

Popular Science 
(January 19 5o) 

(May 1947) 

Martino, Peter v. 
(March 1949) 

The Hilsoh tube The Manhattan Engineer 

HYDROGEN COOLING 

B-166 

B-167 

B-168 

B-169 

Ross, M.,D., Hydrogen cooling f'or turbine generators 
Electrical Engineering Vol., $0 211-214 (March 1931) 

Davis, Ro Hydrogen cooling Electrical Review 
138 27-29 (January 4, 1946) 

Vol .. 

Davidson, DoF o The advantages of' hydrogen-cooled generators 
Electrical Times Vol. ll$ -Noi> 299$ 418-424 
(March 31, 1949) 

Horsler, W .. D.. Hydrogen-cooled alternators Engineer 
Noo 4846 $87-$89 (December 10, 1948} and No .. 4847 
614-618 (December 17, 1948) 

LIQUID COOLING 

B-176 

B-177 

B-178 

B-179 

B-180 

B-181 

Mouromtsef'f', I .. E. Water and forced air cooling or vacuum 
tubes - Nomenclature problems in electronic tubes Proc. 
I.R..Eo Vol . 30 190 (1942) 

Parsons, P., W o and Gaffney, B.J. Comparing fiuids as heat 
transfer agents A�I .. C.E. Transactions Vol. XL -No., 6 
6$5-613 (December 25, 1944) 

Chen, C.Y. and others Heat transfer in am1uli 
Trans. A.S .. M.Eo Vol., 68 -No., 2 99 (February 1946) 

Lynch, R.,Ho and Robinson, W. Weight, power and space 
requirements for typical cooling systems, employing heat 
rejection to an aircraft fuel system II (non-evaporative 
and evaporative liquid cooling systems) Ohio State 
Uni varsity Research Foundation Report Noo 28A 
(June 1949) 

Beitler, s .. R. and Lynch, R.,H. Discussion of' methods of' 
removing heat from electronic equipment Ohio State 
University Research Founda. tion Report No., 6 
(April 1947) 

Troy, M.,O.. Liquid cooled electronic apparatus 
Patent 2,214,86$ (September 17, 1940) 

u .. s. 
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LIQUID *COOLING (Contd.) 

B-182 Wilkie., Harry Cooling of electronic apparatus at high 
altitudes CADO Technical Data Digest Vol . 15 -
No. l2 .30-.32 (December 1950} 

B-18.3-R Best, M. Initial interlm engineering report on cool� 
assembly, circulating liquid, pressure type A'l'! 31187 
Sorensen and Co., Inc. (October 7, 1947) 

B-184-R Best , u. Interim engineering report #2 on cooling assembly', 
circulating liquid� pressure tn>e AT! .3.3113 Sorensen 
and Co., Inc. �December 1947) 

B-185-R Best, u. Interim engineering report on c ooling assembly, 
circulating liquid, pressure ty'pe A'fi 3.3lll Sorensen 
and Co., Inc. Report No. 4 (April 1948) 

B-186-R Best, Jl. Interim engineering report (/r; on cooling 
assembly, oircu.la.ting liquid, pressure t;ype Sorensen and 
Co., !no. Report No. 5 ATI .38401 (July 1.3, 1948) 

B-187-R Best, M. Cooling assembly, circulating liquid, pressure 
type ATI .$68.3.3 Sorensen and Co., Inc. Report No. 8 
(February 1949) 

B-188-R Best, M. Interim engineeril'lg report on cooling assembl:y' 
eircula ting liquid, pressure type ATI 58824 Sorensen 
and Co., Inc. Report No. 9 (Kay 1949) 

LIQUID COOLED VACUUM TUBES 

B-189 

B-190 

B-191 

Jerrf'I3', F. The development of a wa. ter-eooled transmitting 
triode of 5o KW anode dissipation The Brown Boveri Review 
Vol. XXXIII - No • 8 211 (August 1946) 

Snijders, M.J.. A transmi.ttl.ng valve cooler with increased 
turbulence o.f the cooling water Philips Technical Review 
Vol. 10- No. 8 2.39 (February 1949} 

Water cooling versus air-cooling for high power valves 
Engineering No o 43.38 25'8 (:March 18, 1949) 

LIQUIFIED GASES 

B-196 Semenza, Marco A system for the cooling of electrical 
and similar machinery at low temperature British Patent 
Specification Noo 291227/29 
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MA.N\JFACTURERS ACTIVITIES 

B-201-R Beitler, SoRo and Lynch, R.H. Survey of antici pated cooling 
problems on future airborne electronic equipment installat ions 
Ohio State Un iversitr Research Foundation Report No. 
9=-R·-1 (June 1947) 

B-202 Electronic equipment construction Contract N70NR-32103 

MATERIALS 

B-206 

B-207 

B-208 

B-209 

Stanford.Research Institute Terminal Report (June 1� 
1950) 

Guyer� Ed:vd.n Me 
Vol, 32 743 

Electrical glass 
(December 1944) 

Pro c. I .RoE. 

Marbaker, Edward E. Materials for wire-wound resi stors -
some recent developments Materials & Methods Volo 25 
83 (May 1947) 

Cohen, M.U� A stu� of high dielectric constant films for 
high temperature operation General Research Laboratories 
Report No� 4 (November 1946) 

Cohen, M.U o High temperature, high dielec}tric con stant 
films for high temperature operation General Research 
Laboratori.es Report Noo 6 (January J.947) 

B-210-R The distribution of temperature in thin films 
Farnm�orth Corp. 

Capehart-

B-211 

B--212 

Zirconia Refractory good to 46oo°F. 
No e 5 68 (January 29, 1951) 

Steel 

Properties of' selected commercial glasses 
Works, Corning, N.Y. 

VoL 128 -

Corning Glass 

MEASUREMEN'r TECHNIQUES 

B-216 

B-217 

B-218 

Boit,ler, S .R., and Lynch; R.H. Status of test arparatus and 
literature survey on convective heat transfer Ohio State 
University Research Foundation Report No. 18 
(April 22, 1948) 

Beitler, s.R., and Lynch, R.H. Status of test apparatus and 
literature survey on surface temperature measurement Ohio 
State University Research Foundation Report No, 17 
(March 15, 1948) 

Watson, J .Do and Dixon, H,E, A six-p oint high-speed thermo-, 
couple temperature-recording equipment J. Sci. Instruments 
in Industry VoL 26 - Noo 1 17···18 (January 1949) 
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES - (contd.) 

B-219 

B-220 

B-221 

B-222 

B-22.3 

B-224 

B-22,5 

Clearwaters, W.L., Kulik, N .. and Kemlek, E.N. The develop-
znent o:r a cooling meter to determine an indication o:r the 
e.f:recti veness of the cooling o.f air cooled aircraft engines 
Purdue University Engineering Experlment Station Arrrq 
Air Corps Cooperative Research Project M-115-3 (December 301 
1942) 

Beitler, S.R. and Lynch, R.H. Status on design and construc-
tion of heat transfer apparatus and study of thermodynamic cycles 
Ohio State University Research Foundation Report No. l1 
(August 1947) 

Hirsch, L,H. Investigation o.f hot-spot temperatures in 
fractional horsepower motors Trans. A.I.E.E. Vol. 64 -
No. 3 128-1.36 {l!a.rch 1945) 

Mohu:n, W ,A, Precision of heat transfer measurements with 
themocou ples - Insulation e:rror Canadian Journal o.f 
Research Vol. 26 Section E 56.3-58.3 (1948) 

Earle, Marshall D. Development of thermocouples for use on 
thermoelectric generators Franklin Institute Laboratories 
Progress Report l�o. P-1992-12 (March 11, 1950 to June 10, 
1950) 

Kays, W.M. and London , A.L. Heat transfer and flow friction 
characteristics of some compact heat exchanger surfaces 
Part 1- test system and procedUre Part 2 - design data for 
thirteen surfaces Heat Transfer Division of American Societ,y 
of Mechanical Engineers Part 1- Trans. A.S.M.E., Vol. 72 -
�o. 8 1075-1085 (November 1950) Part II - Trans. 
A.S.M.E., Vol. 72 -No. 8 1087-1097 (November 1950) 

Dunkle, R.V. and Gier, JoTo The two radiometer method for 
the simultaneous determination of emissivity and surface 
temperature Thermal H.adiation Project Contract No. 
N?-ONR-295 Task 1 R eport Code NR-015-202 University 
of California at Berkeley Dept.o of Engineering 

METHODS OF SOLVING TIDmMAL PROBLEMS 

B-231 

B-232 

----· 

Jakob, Max Some investigations in the field of. heat transfer 
Proc. of the Physical Society (Buffalo Publication) Vol. 59 
726-755 (September 1947) 

EyTes, NoR. and Hartree, D.R . The calculation of variable 
heat .flow in so lids Trans. Royal Society Vol. 240 
l-57 (1946) 
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METHODS OF SOLVING THERMAL PROBLEMS ( cont d.) 

B-·233 

B-23�. 

B-235 

B-236 

B-237 

B-238 

Higgins, T.J. Formulas for calculating temperature distri-
bution in transformer cores and other electrical apparatus of 
rectangular cross section Trans. A.I.E.Eo Vol. 64 
190 (April 1945) 

Cowen, Don Heat transfer lectures NEPA 804-IER-10 
Fairchild Engine and Airpla.ne Corporation NEPA Division 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Coyle, M.B. An airflow analogy for the solution of transient 
heat conduction problems British J. Applied Physics Vol. 2 -
No. 1 12-17 (Januar.y 1951) 

Jakob, Max 

Part 1 
Heat transfer in evaporation and condensation 

1936) 
729 

Mechanical Engineering Vol. 58 643 (October 
Part 2 Mechanical Engineering Vol. 58 

(November 1936) 

Brunet, A.W. and Buckland, Florence F. Thermal contact 
resistance of laminated and machined joints Trans. A.S.M.E. 
Vol. 71 253 (April 1949) 

Goldenberg, H. A problem in radial heat flow 
J. A:pplied Physics Vol. 2 - No. 8 233-237 
1951) 

British 
(August 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 

B-246 

B-247 

B-248 

Jacobs, Yale 
MCREE-49-20 

Resume' of printed circuits AF Memo 
(ATI 54420) (April 8, 1949) 

New advances in printed circuits UeSo Bureau of Standards 
Publication No. 192 (November 22, 1948) 

Printed'circuit techniques u.s. Bureau of Standards 
Circular No. 468 (November 15, 1947) 

RAM AIR COOLING 

B-251 

B-252 

Zimmerman, R.H., Robinson, Wv and Stevenson, J .A. Perform-
ance and control of simple ram air cooling systems for "off
design" operation from sea level to 70.,000 ft. alti tude.at 
flight speeds between mach Oo7 to 2.0 Report No. 27A 
Ohio State Universit,y Research Foundation (April 1949) 

Beitler, S.R.,.Zimmerman, R.H. and Robinson, W. Stuqy of 
methods of ultimate heat dissipation III Ohio State 
Universit,y Research Foundation Report No. 22 
(August 15, 1948) 
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�.E-_;I:R COOLING ( contd.) 

B-253 Zimmerman, R.H. Stuqy of compressors for compressed r� 
air systems Ohio State University Research Foundation 
Report No. 30C (November 1949) 

B·254-C (See Classified Supplement) · 

RADIATION 

�256 

B-257 

B-258 

B-259 

B-260 

Blackshaw, J.Lo and Houghton, F.C. Radiation of energy 
through glass Trans. American Society of Heating and 
Ventilating Engineers Volume 40 93 (1934) 

Barnes, B.T., Forsythe, W.E. and Adams, E.,Q. The total 
emissivity of various materials at 100-500°0. J. Optical 
Society of America Vol. 37 - No. 10 80-87 (1947) 

Winter, L.L. and MacPherson, H.G. Effect of surface finish 
and wall thickness on the operating temperature of graphite-
radio-tube anodes Proc. I.R.E. Vol. 33 834 
(December 1945) 

Wohlenberg, W.J. Heat transfer by radiation Purdue 
Universit,y Engineering Bulletin Research Series No. 
75 (August 1940) 

Canada, A.H. Simplified calculation of black body radiation 
General Electric Co. General Electric Review Vol. 51-
No. 12 5o-54 (December 1948) 

RECTIFI:m3 

B-261 

B-262 

B-263 

B-264 

Selenium rectifier uses new cooling method Electrical 
World Vol. 133 - Noo 5 138 (January 30, 1950) 

Ben�.r., s. Temperature dependence of high voltage 
Germani�n rectifier D.C. characteristics Purdue Univer-
sity OSim, NDlW 1 Di v �> 14 NDRC Report 579 
(October 31, 1945) 

Walters, c.w, Rectifi.ers, dry-disc type, variable frequency, 
miniature for operating at high and low ambient conditions of 
temperature P .R& Mallory & Co., Inc. Interim Engineering 
Report ENG-3519-H (ENG 3519-009) (April 1947) 

Walters, CoW. (a) Rectifiers, dry-disc type, variable 
frequency, miniature for operating at high and low ambient 
conditions of temperature PoR. 1�11or.y & Co., Inc. 
ENG 3519-1 (ENG 3)19-013) (August 1.5, 1947) 
(b) ENG 3519-I (ENG 3519-010) (May 12, 1947) 
(c) ENG 3519-A (ENG 3)19-002) (September 12, 1946) 
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R .. 265 

B--266 

B·-267 

B-268 

B-269 

B-270 

B-271 

D-272 

B-273 

H.ESISTORS 

B-276 

Hofmann, 1Jl., Effects of temperature on metallic rectifiers 
AF Translation F-TS-4108-RE (ATI 18927) (Januar.y 13, 1948) 

Walters, Charles W. Rectifiers, dry-disc type, variable 
frequency,, miniature, for opemting at high and low ambient 
conditions o.f ter.1perature P.R. Mallory & Coo, Inc., 
ENG-3)19-K (ENG 3)19-012) (July 1947) 

Lawson, A.W.,, Maurer, R.J., Miller, P.H,, and others DC burn-
out temperatUl�e in silicon rectifiers University of 
Pennsylvania Report No. 113 (January 1943) 

Walters, Charles W. Interim engineering r eport on rectifiers, 
dry-disc type, variable frequency, miniature, for operating at 
high and low ambient conditions of temperature P.R. Mallory 
and Co., Iac. ENG-3.519-G (March 1947) 

Walters, Charles W. Interim engineerinc report on rectifiers 
dr)�-disc type, variable frequency, miniatt�e, for operating at 
high and low ambient condit ions o.f temperature P .H., Mallory 
and Co., I nc o ENG-3.519-0 (November 1947) 

Walter s, Charles W. Supplement to final engineering report 
on rectifiers, dry-disc tyj)e� variable frequency, miniature, 
for oper ating at high and low ambient conditions of temperature 
P .H.. Mallory & Co., Inc . ENG-3519-Q (May 1948) 

Gamble, liilton E., Interim engineering report on rectifiersJ 
dry-disc type> variable frequency, miniature, for op erating 
at high a nd low arruJient condit ions of temperature 
P.Ro Mallory and Co�� Inc. ENG-3)19-A (ENG-3519-002) 
(July-September 1946; 

Vlalters, Charles Wo Interim engineering report on rectifiers, 
dry-disc type, varl able frequency, miniature, for operating at. 
high and low aLtoient conditions of ter::rl)er.2 ture P.R. Mallory 
and Co,, , Inc. ENG-3_1)19·-1 (ENG .3)19-010) (May 194 7) 

Walters) Charles W� Interim engi neering report on rectifiers, 
dry-disc type> var:Lable frequency, miniature, for operating at 
high and low ambient .cond:i.tior.s of temperature P.R. Mallory 
and Co.> Inc. ENG-3)19--i .. (ENG 3519-·013) (Au.t;ust 1947) 

Cohen, MoUo and Bala.muth, L. A study of miniature composi-
tion resisto·rs for high temperature operation Balco 
Ecsearch Lab. 
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RESISTORS ( contd . ) 

B-·277 

B-278 

B-279 

B-280-C 

Development of high temperature resistors 
Mernor:Lal Institute 

Battelle 

W:i.tchell, F .D . Twelfth in"t.�rim engineering report on high 
temperature, fixed, wire wotmd resistors Shallcros s  Mfg. 
Co. lleport No. P60-12 (July to August 194 7) 

A high ter;rperature adb.esive tape resistor 
of Sta.nd.ardo Teclmical News Bulletin 
100-102 (Jtuy 1951) 

(See Class:Lficd Su:;:Jple;:aent) 

National Bureau 
Vol. 35 - �1o. 7 

RUGGED ELECTRON TUI3ES 

B-281 

B-282 

B-283 

B-28!1. 

Rugged electron tubes J. Franklin Inst. 
85-86 (Januar; 1950) 

Vol. 249 

Acheson, Marct.ts A. and McElwee, Eleanor, M. Concerning the 
reliabil:tty of electron tubes The Sylvania Technologist 
Vol. IV - No. 2 (April 19.�1) 

Gibbs, Leo L. 
Report No. 6205 

Ruggedized submnio.ture tubes 
( .Jtl.ly 1950) 

Development of rugged elec tron tubes (Final Report) 

U.S.A.F. 

Chatham Electronics �}:.:r:'. Contract No. WJ6-039 sc-33677 

SILICO,l\J"'E FLUID COOLANTS 

B-286 

B-2G7 

B-288 

B-289 

Beiter, s .. R. and Lynch, R.H. Analysis of film coefficients 
usine DC-$50 sili cone fluid vdth agitation Oluo State 
Univ·ersity Research F01.mdation Report No. 14 
(December 1947) 

Beitler, S .R� and Lynch , RoHo Burning 
DC-70J silic.o.r�e flu::..c. and volatility data 

proper-�:i.cs of 
on DC-550 and 

DC-703 fluids Oluo S�•te Univorcity Rose.:.�rch �"'o\lndation 
Report· No. 15 ( Janu.D.ry 1948) 

Beitler, S.,Ro. and Lynch, H.H. Film coefficients 
6oo°F. using DC-550 silic o ne fluid with agitation 
State U:U.-verslty Re s earch Foundation Report 
(February 20, 19L8) 

up to 
Ohio 

Noo 16 

Lynch, R�H. and Robinson, W. Design charts for tubular 
heut exchangers with heat rej ection from DC-200 silicone 
fluid to encine fuel Ohio State Univer sity Research 
J?otmda tion Report No o 28I3 (June 1949) 
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SILICONE FLUID COOLANTS ( contd ,) 

B-290 Beitler, S.R. and Lynch, R.H. Status on co nstruction of 
test apparatus and temperature distribution test in DC-550 
silicone fluid with natural convection a nd agitation 
Ohio State University Research Foundation Report No. 
12 (October 15, 1947) 

SUBMINIATURE UNITIZED ASSEMBLIES 

B-296-C 

B-297-C 

B-298 

(See Classi fied Supplement) 

(See Classif ied Supplement) 

Richards, J .A . K . Miniaturization techniques for mediwn 
f requency multiband receiving equipment Lear, Inc. 
AF Technical Report No. 6494 (Apri l  1951) 

B-299 Miller, U.L. The design of electronic equipment using sub-
miniature components Proc. I.R.E. Vol. 38 -No. 2 
130-135 (February 1950) 

B-300 Ainsworth, M.J. State of the art of electronic subminiatu-
rization Contract NObsr 43430 Pacific Division, Bendix 
Aviation Co. (March 15, 1951) 

B-301-C (See Classified Supplement) 

B-302 Ma.rbaker, Edward E. Materials for 'Wire-wound resistnrs 
some recent developments Materials & Methods Vol. 25 
83-88 (May 1947) 

B-304-C (See Classified Supplement) 

B-305 Subm iniatures call for new skills Aviation Week VoL 
5o - No. 15 18 (April 11, 1949) 

B-306 Henry, R.L. and Shapiro, G. Subruinia.turization of inter·-
mediate frequency amplifier National Bureau of Standar ds 
Technical News Bulletin Vol. 33 - No., 4 (April 1949) 

B-307-C (See Classified Supplerl'f)nt) 

B-308 

B-309 

Henry, Robert L., Scc:.l, R.K.F .. , and Shapiro., G. New 
techniques for electronic miniaturization Proc. I.l1.,E. 
Vol. 38 - No. 10 '1139-1145 (October 1950) 

Seal, Robert K.F. Thermal requirements of components for 
com;J;;act multi tube subminiature electronic asr�emblies Natioml 
Bureau of Standards Electronics Division Report Noo 
OD-6-202R (April 1948) 
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SUlJIINIATURE UNITIZED ASSEMBLIES ( contd.) 

:S...)lO 

B-311 

:S..JlS 

Reid, J .G. Electronic miniaturization (NAer 0068S) 
O.P .B. (National Bureau of Standards) 100 949 (Final Report) 
(no date) 

Austin, A. Electronic miniaturization Quarter� progress 
report tor April, May 1 and June 1948 National Bureau of 
Standards Electronics Division AT! 409>6 

Sierra Engineering Compan1 Potting of electronic circuits 
Developmental Report No. 2$ Contract No. NObsr-42441 
Index Uo. NE 020603 Ull9.54 R4l9l (August 10, 1950) 

(" B-.)16-c (See Classified Supplement) 

( 

B-317 Brunetti, Cledo, Morrin, T.H. and Dawson, J.W. 
electronic design and construc·liion techniques 
Research Institute Electrical Manufacturing 
No. 2 78-8.3+ (Februar.y 1950) 

Unitized 
Sta.ntorcl 

Vol. 47 -

B-.318-C (See Classified Supplement) 

B-319-R Powell, Edwin L. Miniaturization trends Naval Research 
Lab. Radio Techniques Section Radio· Division ll 
(no no.) (no date) 

B-.320-C (Se·e Classified Supplement) 

B-.321 Electronic miniatw1zation am maintenance Miniaturization 
in England Interim Report Task Order #.3 Stanford 
Res earch Institute (no no.) (November 281 1949) 

B-322 Printed cirCilits (NAer 00686) O.P.B. (National Bureau 
of Standards , Engo Electronics Section ) 100950 (no date) 

STEAM EJECTOR COOLING 

B-.326 Ashley, C.Mo Steam ejector system for car conditioning 
ilectrical Engineering Vol. 53 406-410 (March 19.34) 

SUBLIMATION 

B-329 Heath, W .H. Cooling equipment, design stuey- - aircraft 
cooling by subliillr'ltion of solid refrigerants, Part 5 
Republic Aviation Corpora tion Report No. F-5028-10$ 
(no date) 

SUli4!.NIATURE VACUUM TUBES 

B-.3.36 Subminiature versions of RMA types 616, 6AG7, and one-halt of 
6AS7G Raytheon Manufacturing Company Contract No. 
AF3.3(0.38)-57J4 Report No. 1041-1 (September 6, 1949) 
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SU�T�JiJ:AT� VACUUM TUBES. ( contd.) 

B�337 

B-338 

B-339 

B-340 

B-341 

B-343 

B-344 

B-345 

Sylvania SubLtiniature tubes Sylvania Electronic Products, 
Inc.. Premium Performance Type (catal og) 

Freedman, G .. and Holla nd , D.O.. Electron tube research and 
development, subminiature versi ons of R1� types 6L6� 6AG7, and 
one-half of 6AS7G Raytheon Manufacturing Co. Report No. 
1041-2 (November 1949) 

Freedman, Go and Holland, DoOo Electron tub0 research and 
developm ent., subminiature versions of R:Mil. types 6L6, 6AG7.9 o.nd 
one-half of 6AS7G Raytheon Uanufacturlng Co. Report 
No .. 1041-3 (January 1950) 

Fahnestock, James D. 
tubes Electronics 
(April 1951) 

Military requirements for subminiature 
Volo 24 � Noo 4 108-109 

Bibbero, R obert J o Rating of vacutun tubes at very high 
altitudes Bell Aircraft Corp. 

Hannahs, WolL, CaffiatLx, J.A. and Wheeler, W .. R. Heat trans-
fer in miniaturized unit assemblies Sylvania Technologist 
VoL III - No .. 3 (July 1950) 

Gibbs, Leo L. Rugge·:.:�.zed .• subminiature electron tubes 
AF Technical Report No. 6205 Components and Systems Labor-
atory E lectr onic Subdivision Wright Patterson AF Base 
(July 1950) 

Subminiature tube cb.;iracteristics and data published by Raytheon, 
National Union, General Electric, Radio Corporation of America, 
Sonotone and Kip Electronics 

TmmMAL MEASUREMENTS OF JOINTS 

B-.346 

B-347 

Brunot� JL.W o and Buckland, Florence F. Therm.-'ll contact 
resistance of lruninated and machined joints Trans. of 
the ASME Vol a 71 - No. 3 253-257 (April 1949) 

Weills_, N�De und Hyder, E.Ao Thermal resistance measure-
ments of joints formed between stationary metal surfaces 
Transo ASllli VoL 71 - Noo 3 2>9-267 (April 1949) 

TP..A.NSFORIVJERS 

B-351 Interim Engineering Report on Research, analysis, and inves
tigation carried on to develop an audio transformer of small 
sizo and weigh t capable of operating over wide temperature 
range United Transformer Coo Report Noo 3 (July 1 -
December 1, 1947) 
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�FORMERS ( contd. � 

B-352 

B-353 

B-354 

Power transformers - high operating temperature type Progress 
Report for period ending MarCh 26� 1947 Bell Telephone Lab. 
(no no.) (April 1947) 

Research, analysis and investigation car ried on to develop an 
audio transformer of small size and weight capable of operating 
over wide temperature range I.E.R. No. 2 United Transformer 
Corporation ATI .33405 (July 1, l9l�7) 

Research� analysis and investisation carried on to develop a� 

audio transformer of small size and weight capable of operating 
over wide temperature range I .E.R. Final Engineering Report 
United Transformer Corporation AT! '7868 (April 27, 1949) 

Ttl'liDTJLENT FLOW 

B-361 

B-.362 

B-.363 

B-364-R 

B-365-R 

B-367 

Snijders� M.J. A transmitting valve cooler with increased 
turbulence of the cooling water Philli:ps Technical Review 
Vol. 10 - No. 8 239 (Februar,y 1949) 

Zinunerma.n, R.H. and Robinson� W. Development of charts for 
the analysis of compressible now, with heat addition and fric
tion, in a circular tube of constant cross-sectional area and 
constant wall temperature Ohio State University 
Research Foundation Report No. 25A (December 6, 1948) 

Katz� L. Basic considerations in the application of turbu-
lent a.ir techniques Raytheon Manui'acturing Company Memo 
No. 110 (March 20J 1950) 

Katz, L. Conference on AN/FPN-10 Raytheon Manui'aoturing 
Company Memo Report No. 72 (May .311 1949) 

Kaye, J. Stuqy report on cooling of AN/FPN-10 Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company Memo Report No • .3 (January 271 
1949) 

Moore, John F. Turbulent air c ooling for AN/APT-16 
Raythevn Manufacturing C<Jmpany Memo Report No. 18 
(June 26, 19.50) 

B-368 Moore, John F. Revisi on of air flow chart No. 4 
Raytheon Manufacturing Company Memo Report No. 23 
(March 6, 19.51) 

B-369-C (See Classified Supplement) 

B-.370-C (See C1assii'led Supplement) 
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TURBt!f.::��� FIJow_:__( contd .. ) 

B-371-C (See Classified Supplement) 

B-372 l:Ioore, John F �� High efficiency in electronic equipment 
cooling Raytheon Manufacturing Company Memo Report 
No. 26 IvTay 8, 1951 

B-·�373-H. l.Ioore, John F o Analysis of turbulent air cooling 
ll.aytheon Manufacturing Coo Memo Report No. 7 (July 26, 
1949) 

ULTIMATE SINKS 

B-376 

B-377 

B-J78 

11obinson, Wo and Bei tler, S .. R.. Progress of project work -
study of me thod s of ultimate heat dis sipation I Ohio St ate 
University Research Foundation Report No .. 20 
(July 1948) 

Robinson, W., Zinnnerman, R.H. and Beitler, S.R. Study of 
methods of ultimate heat dissipation II Ohio State 
University H.esearch Foundation Report No. 21 
(July 1948) 

Uoi(.:nr:;on, W .. and Zinunerman, R.H., Methods for the ultilnate 
dissipation of heat originating with airborne electronic 
equipment AF Technical Report No., 6h93 Ohio State 
University Eeseo.rch Foundat.ion (March 1951) 

VACUUM TUBE COOLING 

B-381 

B-382 

B-�J8JN·R 

B·�J84 

13-·385 

B-386 

Progress of project ��rk Ohio State University 
Foundation Report Noo 35 (August 3, 1950) 

Progress of pro;ject work 
Foundation Hoport No .. 33 

Ohio State University 
(April .3, 1950) 

Interim report on heat dissipation in an 

Research 

llesearch 

Kaye,, J., 
AN/FrN-10 
No. 1 

Raytheon I&mufacturing Company Memo Report 
(November 3 ·' 1948) 

Weeks, P oTo Rel.Lability in miniature and subminia ture 
tubes Proc� LJ1..,1l:o Volo 39 - Noo 5 499-.503 
(May 1951) 

Report of symposimn on the applicat�on of tubes in guided 
missiles for rna::dmum reliabi lity Issued through the 
Panel on Electron Tubes, Committee on Electronics Research 
& Development Board Departmen t of Defense Published 
under Contract DA 36-039-�sc-5597 with New York University, 
College of Eng:i..neer•ing 

Buckland, BoOo Electron-tube heat-transfer data 
Electrical Engineering Vol. 70 962-966 (November 1951) 
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VAPORIZATION COOLING 

B-401 

B-402 

B-40.3 

B-404 

B-405 

B-406 

B-407 

B-408 

B-409 

B-410 

DeKoning, T. Vaporization gaoling of electric machines 
Elect:d.cal Enr:;incering Vol.. 68 - No. 5 385-392 
(May 1949) 

Progress of project 1�rk Ohio State University 
Foundation Report No • .341 Project No. 269 

Progresu of project work Ohio Sta:tie University 
Foundation Report No. '35, Project No. 269 

Research 

Research 

Information on evaporative cooling of electronic components and 
status of survey on cooling problems Ohio State Universitq 
Research Foundation Report No. 9 (J� 11 1947) 

Weight, power and space requirements for typical cooling 
systems, employing heat rejection to an a.ircra.f.'t .t'uel qstem 
2 (non-evaporative and evaporative liquid ooolins s.ystems) 
Ohio State Universit,r Research Foundation Report No. 
28A (June 171 1949) 

Robinson, W. and Han, L.S. Cooling systems tor electronic 
equipment utilizing expendable evaporative ooolanta Ohio 
State University Research Founda:cion Report No • .30B 
(November 1949) 

Wilkie, Harl"Y Cooling of electronic apparatus at high 
altitudes CADO Technical Data Digest Vol. 15 -
No. 12 30-32 (December 1950) 

Miniaturized radio submerged in Freon refrigera nt A.T.Ie 
Technical Data Digest Vol. 13 - No. 19 (October 11 1�8) 

Greane, Albert D. and 'V'iigh tman, John C. Engineering s tuey-
of direct evapo1·ati ve cooling for electronic equipment A.M.C'. 
HCREE 48-.32 (June 10, 1948) 

Beitler� SoRo and Lynch, R.H. Discussion o£ methods o£ 
removirig heat from electronic equipment, inolnding endothermic 
processes, plating processes and notes on heat transfer to 
boiling liqtuds Ohio State Universit,r Research Foundation 
Report No. 7 (May 12, 1947) 
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